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vAbstract
Today, there are still numerous phenomena of particulate flows in engineering and
nature which are not fully understood. This results out of a lack of accurate and
computationally efficient solvers in this field, especially when it comes to particles
which deform to various shapes. The discontinuous Galerkin method can provide
both, high accuracy and efficient parallelization due to its high order convergence
and cell local formulations. Thus, it is a promising approach to better understand the
underlying physics.
In this work a cut cell discontinuous Galerkin method is developed for particles with
non-spherical shape. It is based on an immersed boundary approach to avoid costly
remeshing. For the fluid part the Navier-Stokes equations and for the particle motion
the Newton-Euler equations are solved. To connect both, a two-way coupling strategy
is applied. It consists of the calculation of hydrodynamic forces acting on the particle
and implying Dirichlet velocity boundary conditions on the particle surface for the
fluid part. Furthermore, two collision models are implemented, both using a detection
algorithm based on cut cells which also works for boundaries with arbitrary shape.
Various numerical experiments with increasing complexity show the high accuracy of
the method by comparing the obtained results with literature. The investigations start
from simple immersed boundary cases with non-moving domains to fully-coupled
simulations of multiple particles falling in incompressible fluid. The method is ex-
tended to three dimensional problems to investigate a sphere at a Reynolds number of
700 as a proof of the possibility applying the proposed method to larger problems.
In order to obtain results for the three dimensional test in a reasonable time, the conver-
gence of a newly implemented Newton-Krylov method with different preconditioning
techniques is investigated. Further, the proposed method is optimized to run on multi-
ple cores in parallel. For this, a performance analysis workflow for the open source
framework BoSSS on high-performance computing (HPC) systems is presented. With
this, a single-core performance analysis and tests focusing on the parallel efficiency
of the current code are performed. In the end, the proposed method shows both, the
ability of computing high accurate solutions for particulate flows and a good parallel
scaling behavior on modern HPC systems.
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Zusammenfassung
Heutzutage sind zahlreiche Pha¨nomene von Partikelstro¨mungen noch immer nicht
vollsta¨ndig verstanden. Dazu tra¨gt ein Mangel von hochgenauen und effizienten
Lo¨sern bei, speziell fu¨r Partikel mit beliebiger Gemoetrie. Das diskontinuierliche
Galerkin-Verfahren ermo¨glicht durch seine hohe Konvergenzordnung sowohl ho¨chste
Genauigkeit als auch effiziente Parallelisierbarkeit durch die zelllokalen Formulierun-
gen. Daher ist sie ein vielversprechender Ansatz um die zugrundeliegende Physik zu
untersuchen und besser zu verstehen.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein diskontinuierliches Galerkin-Verfahren mit geschnittenen
Zellen fu¨r Partikel mit nicht-spha¨rischer Geometrie entwickelt. Dieses basiert auf dem
Verfahren der eingebetteten Ra¨nder um teure Gittergenerierung in jedem Zeitschritt
zu vermeiden. Fu¨r das Fluid werden die Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen und fu¨r die Par-
tikelbewegung die Newton-Euler-Gleichungen gelo¨st. Um diese zu verbinden, wird
eine Kopplung in beide Richtungen verwendet. Diese besteht einerseits aus der Berech-
nung der hydrodynamischen Kra¨fte, die auf das Partikel wirken, und andererseits aus
der Annahme von Dirichlet-Randbedingungen fu¨r die Partikelgeschwindigkeit auf
der Partikeloberfla¨che. Des Weiteren werden zwei Kollisionsmodelle untersucht, die
beide einen Detektionsalgorithmus basierend auf Zellnachbarschaftsverha¨ltnissen fu¨r
geschnittene Zellen verwenden. Dieser vorgestelle Algorithmus zeichnet sich durch
seine hohe Flexibilita¨t fu¨r verschiedenste Partikelgeometrien aus.
Zahlreiche numerische Experimente steigender Komplexita¨t zeigen die hohe Genauig-
keit des vorgestellten Verfahrens. Die Untersuchungen reichen von einfachen Rechnun-
gen mit unbewegten Gebieten bis hin zu vollgekoppelten Simulationen mit mehreren
Partikeln in inkompressiblem Fluid. Die Methode wird auf drei Dimensionen erweitert,
um eine Kugelumstro¨mung bei einer Reynolds-Zahl von 700 zu untersuchen und zeigt
damit die Mo¨glichkeit die vorgestellte Methode auf gro¨ßere Probleme anzuwenden.
Um Resultate fu¨r dreidimensionale Rechnungen in einer vertretbaren Zeit zu erhalten,
wird zuna¨chst die Kovergenz einer neu implementierten Newton-Krylov Methode
mit verschiedenen Vorkonditionierern untersucht. Des Weiteren wird das schrittweise
Vorgehen innerhalb einer Rechenleistungsanalyse auf Hochleistungsrechnern fu¨r das
Framework BoSSS ausgearbeitet. Mit Hilfe dieses Vorgehens werden verschiedene
Untersuchungen, wie die Analyse des Betriebs auf einem Rechenkern sowie Tests
der parallelen Effizienz durchgefu¨hrt. Schlussendlich zeigt die vorgestellte Methode
beides, die Mo¨glichkeit hoch genaue Lo¨sungen fu¨r Partikelstro¨mungen zu berechnen
sowie eine gute parallele Skalierbarkeit auf modernen Hochleistungsrechnern.
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11 Introduction
During the past years the importance of numerical methods for engineering applica-
tions has been under steady growth. Today, it is the third important pillar of under-
standing physics, besides theory and experiment. In industry numerical simulations
are performed for various applications, like structural mechanics and thermodynam-
ics. Probably the most important one is computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which
is used, for example, for the design of wind turbines, combustion engines, and car
aerodynamics. The current state of the art methods for CFD in industry are the finite
volume method (FVM) of first, and the finite element method (FEM) of up to third
order.
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method combines advantages of both, FVM and
FEM. DG is a method for arbitrary order discretization which uses discontinuous
polynomial for approximations. The cells are coupled through the usage of fluxes
over cell boundaries which leads to a natural conservation property. Additionally, it is
flexible for local refinement, of both h and k in the area of interest. A major drawback
of DG are the increasing amount of degrees of freedom (DoF) in comparison with FEM
and the larger stencils of the system matrices. However, methods of high-order are
driven to be applicable in industrial computations every year more. At the moment
high-order methods in industry are applied at most for problems with single-phase
fluid flow instead of multiphase or particulate flows due to their high complexity.
Nonetheless, applications and phenomena of particulate flows are present all around
the daily life. Researchers and engineers are interested to simulate the behavior of such
flows because most of the time experiments are only possible with high costs or are not
feasible at all. In nature, the motion of wind driven sand dunes or the sedimentation in
ocean or river beds can be simulated using particulate CFD. In industrial applications
the field of chemical and process engineering is usually called.
For all of the aforementioned applications, particles can be assumed to be spherical
and to be present in large amounts. However, for lots of possible applications those
assumptions cannot be made. Thus, other applications with fewer particles but high
requirements to accuracy come into mind. The simulation of blood flow is a challenging
task in life science in order to design stents or artificial heart valves. Here, red blood
cells deform depending on the amount of oxygen they carry and cannot be assumed
spherical, especially in small vessels. Other possible applications are the simulation of
active particles like bacteria with self-driven motion in a surrounding fluid. Further, the
simulation of microfluidic structures like yeast-cells on a microchip is under growing
interest for researches in the field of electric engineering and biology. In detail, the
design of such labs-on-a-chip trapping geometries for single cells require high-accurate
solvers.
2 Introduction
As a result, particulate flows are of high interest in science and technology with
various applications from large to small scales with high accuracy requirements. On
the macro- and microscopic scale, the physics behind particulate flows are not fully
understood and still under active research in science and industry. Those simulations
are highly complex, because particle position as well as their velocities are unknown.
Even nowadays, with the computing power of high-performance computing (HPC)
clusters, keeping the solver to be efficient and of high accuracy at the same time is
still an ongoing challenge. Thus, there is still a lack of high-performance solvers for
particulate flows to resolve all the physical effects in a reasonable amount of time.
Popular methods are the work of Uhlmann (2005) using first order FVM and the work
of Wan and Turek (2006) who use a second order FEM discretization. In addition, both
use a smooth interface representation of the particle surface and all particles are mainly
assumed to be of circular shape. To summarize, the development of a high-order
method for particulate flows with a sharp-interface representation of arbitrary shapes
is still an very active field in research.
1.1 Goal of this work
The work of this thesis aims towards a high-order numerical method for particulate
flows for arbitrary shaped particles and evaluate computational efficiency and possible
bottlenecks subsequently. Thus, the core concept of this thesis is to develop a high-
order method for the simulation of flows containing particles with arbitrary shape
using immersed boundaries to avoid computationally expensive re-meshing. The DG
method is used because of its abilities to be very suitable for adapting spatial accuracy
in regions of interest.
For numerical discretization high-order test and ansatz functions are considered to-
gether with a sharp interface representation using a characteristic function to describe
the particle surface. It is shown in several publications (Chapelier et al., 2014; de
Wiart et al., 2015), that a similar low order spatial accuracy can be obtained by saving
DoF due to high order test and ansatz functions. With the help of accurate quadra-
ture on cells cut by the interface, the method proofs to be of high-order accuracy in
space. Using a conservative collision model together with a collision detection for
arbitrary shaped particles enables the method to be applied for various fluid-particle
configurations.
In a next step, the foundation for future engineering applications is built. For this,
a performance tuning cycle tailored to the specific code framework is proposed. In
addition, the solution of nonlinear and linear problems arising in every timestep is
investigated in order to highlight possible performance bottlenecks. In the end, the
proposed method is able to run on a large number of cores in parallel and achieves
high scalability.
The open source framework BoSSS 3
1.2 The open source framework BoSSS
The cut cell DG method presented in this thesis is implemented into the open-source
framework Bounded Support Spectral Solver (BoSSS). In addition, the proposed perfor-
mance analysis workflow is especially tailored to the framework and therefore results
of all measurements obtained are those based on the performance of BoSSS.
The development of the framework was started in 2008 at the Chair of Fluid Dynamics
(FDY) and is based on a DG numerical discretization in order to treat physical problems
with a higher-order approach, see Kummer (2012). It is implemented using the C#-
language to be platform independent, so it can be used on Windows, Linux and
MacOS.
BoSSS was initiated to overcome the gap between simple matlab prototypes and very
specific codes in high-performance computing, see Figure 1.1. In engineering, matlab
codes are often used but have the well-known drawback of a limited performance.
Writing code tailored to a specific application can yield good performance results but
is often not feasible for engineers. BoSSS aims in filling this gap of delivering more
performance than a matlab code but with providing a framework for more easy usage
than a fully own developed high-performance code.
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Figure 1.1: Target region of the BoSSS-framework.
The BoSSS-framework has already been the basis of many dissertations and publica-
tions. It was applied for compressible flow problems (Mu¨ller, 2014; Mu¨ller et al., 2016),
low Mach number flows (Klein et al., 2016) as well as for incompressible flows (Klein
et al., 2012, 2015). Further progress was made in terms of multiphase flow applications
using cut cells (Kummer, 2016), which is related to the presented work. BoSSS was
also used to develop general methods for cut cell integration (Mu¨ller et al., 2013), time
discretization for moving domains (Kummer et al., 2017) and level-set movement (Utz
et al., 2017; Utz and Kummer, 2018). This list only denotes related work to this thesis.
Note that the code is under active development at FDY at TU Darmstadt. The
current version of the code can be found on the website https://github.com/
4 Introduction
fdydarmstadt/bosss. On this page, the latest documentation of the code with
further information can also be found.
1.3 Outline of this thesis
The following chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
In Chapter 2 the basic mathematical model for the numerical method is given. It
contains the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) for incompressible fluid flow, the Newton-
Euler equations (NEE) for modeling the movement of rigid particles, the coupling of
those two models and shortly introduces the modifications which have to be made to
incorporate collisions which conserves momentum and kinetic energy.
In Chapter 3 commonly used methods in literature for immersed boundary discretiza-
tions with moving domains are highlighted together with treatment of collisions
published in this context. In the end of the chapter are more detailed few is given on
immersed boundary methods and the coupling approach between fluid and particle
equations being either the applications of forces at the volume or at the surface of the
given particle.
The numerical method developed in this thesis is presented in Chapter 4. After that
the proposed method is presented in detail for the flow region containing spatial and
temporal discretization two cut cell collision models are introduced. Lastly, some short
notes on key aspects of the method being accurate quadrature and cell-agglomeration
are given.
Chapter 5 contains various results of numerical experiments used for validating the
presented method. This is done by a comparison with common methods in literature.
The experiments are split into particles with circular shape, particles with non-spherical
shape, and the extension of the method to three dimensions. The complexity of the
numerical experiments in this chapter increases from beginning to end successively,
testing more and more features of the presented method.
An investigation with regard to computational efficiency is presented in Chapter 6.
First, the current standards of HPC and performance measurements are introduced.
After that the extension to an iterative solver for the coupled nonlinear equation system
is made including the test of different preconditioning techniques. An important out-
come is the proposed performance tuning workflow for the overall BoSSS-framework.
The current solver performance is measured for single-core and parallel runs. Further,
current bottlenecks are pointed out in the end.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a conclusion of this work is given, which will refer the main
outcomes of this thesis to the previous defined goal of this work. Additionally, an
outlook for future extensions and a view on the overall long term goal will be presented.
52 Mathematical model
In the beginning it is important to state that, according to Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001),
there are three different types of particulate flows including collisions with increasing
difficulties: (I) In Billiards the particles move with constant velocities and straight lines
between collisions with no presence of fluid flow. In Particle laden flows (II) there
is only coupling from fluid onto the particles and not vice-versa. This work mainly
focuses on type (III), coupled particle-flow, in which fluid and particle motion are
coupled in both directions.
In the following, the mathematical modeling for type (III) flows will be presented
including the coupling between those fluid and particle part. Furthermore, the modifi-
cation to incorporate rigid body collisions will be explained. This chapter will only
focus on the mathematical aspects, postponing discussions about numerical details in
the discrete setting to the next chapter.
2.1 Fluid flow1
Here, the description of the fluid flow modeling using the NSE will be given. For
more detailed information see e.g. Glowinski et al. (1999) or Wan and Turek (2006).
For introducing the immersed boundary method (IBM) a disjoint partitioning of the
computational domain Ω ⊂ RD is defined:
Ω f (t) = Ω \Ωp(t) (2.1)
and
Ωp(t) = ∪jΩj(t) (2.2)
with Ωj(t) denoting the domain occupied by the j-th particle at time t and Ω f (t)
denoting the remaining fluid domain. We further defined Dirichlet- and Neumann
boundaries
ΓD ∪ ΓN = ∂Ω f (t)\∂Ωp(t) (2.3)
and particle boundaries
Γj(t) = ∂Ωj(t). (2.4)
A schematic Figure of the computational domain can be seen in Figure 2.1. Therefore,
physical parameters like densities will be split into fluid part, e.g. ρ f inΩ f , and particle
part, e.g. ρj in Ωj.
The immersed boundary solver will be used to calculate incompressible flows in
interaction with arbitrary shaped bodies.
1Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic computational domain with fluid and particle part.
The flow in the fluid domain is described by the unsteady NSE in the fluid region
ρ f
(∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ∇~u
)
−∇ · σ = ~f ∀ t ∈ (0, T) in Ω f (t) (2.5a)
where u is the veolcity filed, ρ f is the fluid density, and f is the sum of external forces.
We further assume that the fluid is Newtonian and therefore define the total stress
tensor as σ, which is defined as follows:
σ = −p1+ µ f [∇~u + (∇~u)T], (2.5b)
where p is the pressure, µ f the viscosity of the fluid, and 1 ist the identity tensor.
The incompressibility condition for the flow is encoded in
∇ · ~u = 0 ∀ t ∈ (0, T) in Ω f (t). (2.5c)
The system is complemented by the following initial and boundary conditions:
~u(~x, 0) = ~u0(~x) ∀ ~x ∈ Ω f (0) with ∇ · ~u0 = 0 (2.5d)
~u = ~uD on ΓD, −σ ·~nΓN = 0 on ΓN and ~u = ~uj on Γj. (2.5e)
In the equations above ~u is the velocity vector, p the pressure and ~uj the rigid body
velocity imposed at the immersed boundary Γj of the particular particle. The fluid
density is denoted by ρ f , while µ f = ρ f · ν f is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
Furthermore, volume forces acting on the fluid are described by the force vector ~f .
2.2 Particle movement2
The rigid particle movement is driven by forces exerted by the fluid. Detailed informa-
tion can be found in the related work of Glowinski et al. (1999), Wan and Turek (2006)
2Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 2.2)
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or in literature covering kinematics in general like Gross et al. (2008). In the following,
capital letters for Lagrangian coordinates are used to prevent any confusion.
Remember that Ωj(t) = {X(t) : X(0) ∈ Ωj(0)} is the area occupied by the j-th particle
at time t and the particle movement is assumed to be rigid. Thus, the movement of a
particle can be expressed due to the position of the center of mass and his rotational
angle. For initialization, a particle is defined by its position ~Xj(0), its angle ~θj(0), its
mass Mj and the moment of inertia tensor Ij.
With this and given translational and rotational velocities Uj and ωj the center of mass
~Xj(t) of the particle and its angle~θj(t) is obtained by time integration of the kinematic
relations
d~Xj
dt
= ~Uj (2.6a)
and
d~θj
dt
= ~ωj. (2.6b)
The particle velocities can be determined by solving the NEE in time:
Mj
d~Uj
dt
= Mj~f + ~Fj (2.7a)
and
Ij
d~ωj
dt
+ ~ωj × Ij~ωj = ~Tj, (2.7b)
where ~f are volume forces like gravity and ~Fj the hydrodynamic forces acting on the
body. For the rotational equation Tj the hydrodynamic torque. Please note that the
term ~ωj × Ij~ωj vanishes in a two-dimensional setting. Both, ~Fj and Tj are assumed to
be given. Details about the coupling will be postponed to the next section.
2.3 Coupling3
The hydrodynamic forces and torque are calculated by
~Fj(t) =
∫
Γj
σ(~x, t) ·~n(~x, t) ds(~x), (2.8a)
~Tj(t) =
∫
Γj
(~x− ~Xj)× (σ(~x, t) ·~n( ~x, t)) ds(~x). (2.8b)
Equations (2.8) contain the surface integration of the total stress tensor (2.5b) along the
body surface. The term (~x− ~Xj) denotes the distance between a point on the particle
surface and its center of mass. Note that for circular shaped bodies this is just the
radius r.
3Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 2.2)
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For the solution of the fluid flow problem, the particle domain Ωp(t) =
⋂
j Ωj(t) has to
be determined. In terms of rigid particles the representation of the particle boundary
Γj can be reconstructed out of the solution of (2.6) for the center of mass ~Xj and the
angle ~ωj.
At the interface between fluid and body Γj, no-slip boundary conditions are enforced.
Hence, the particle velocity at the surface described by
~uj(~x, t) = ~Uj + ~ωj × (~x− ~Xj) on Γj (2.9)
is imposed at the interface, as it can be seen in (2.5e). This technique is well known for
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems, see, e.g. Mittal and Iaccarino (2005); Hou
et al. (2012); Peskin (2002).
2.4 Modifications to incorporate collisions
First it will be focused on collisions in general if particles move freely following the
NEE out of Section 2.2. Collisions of rigid bodies are based on the conservation of
momentum at the time of collision. This section will include a model for bodies with
arbitrary shape. Therefore, the model contains eccentric parts because during collision
the centers of mass do not have to be aligned, like it is the case for spherical particles.
This leads the model to contain parts for rotational motion as well. The collision of
rigid bodies is well known and can be found for example in Gross et al. (2008).
During the collision modeling, the local coordinate system is rotated along to the
collision normals between two particles. Then, the translational velocities of both
particles are transformed in (2.10) to a normal Un and a tangential Ut component in
the local coordinate system.
Uin = ~Ui ·~nc, Uit = ~Ui ·~tc (2.10a)
Ujn = ~Uj ·~nc, Ujt = ~Uj ·~tc (2.10b)
To get the normal distances ai between the direction of the normal~nc and the center
of mass ~Xi for eccentric bodies in order to trigger a rotational motion, the distance
vector between the point of collision ~C and the center of mass ~Xi is projected onto the
tangential part of the local coordinate system. All quantities can be seen in Figure 2.2.
In the following, the momentum balance for the collision is built such that the momen-
tum to be exchanged pij is yield out of
pij = (1+ e)
Uin + aiωi − (Ujn + ajωj)
1
Mi
+
a2i
Ii
+ 1Mj +
a2j
Ij
, (2.11)
see also Gross et al. (2008).
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Figure 2.2: Eccentric collision between an ellipse i and a circle j.
Here, e is the coefficient of restitution, which is between e = 0 if the collision is plastic
and e = 1 if the collision is fully elastic.
With pij, the new normal and tangential velocities U¯in, U¯it and U¯jn, U¯jt after collision
can be determined using (2.12).
U¯in = Uin −
pij
Mi
, U¯it = Uit (2.12a)
U¯jn = Ujn +
pij
Mj
, U¯jt = Ujt (2.12b)
Note that because the surface of the particles is assumed to be smooth, the tangential
part of the velocities will not be changed. Furthermore, the rotational velocity of both
particles is determined using distances ai and aj together with pij, as it can be seen in
ω¯i = ωi + ai
pij
Ii
, (2.13a)
ω¯j = ωj − aj
pij
Ij
. (2.13b)
In the end, the normal and tangential parts of the velocities after collision have to be
re-projected onto the global coordinate system:
~Ui = Uin ·~nc +Uit ·~tc (2.14a)
~Uj = Ujn ·~nc +Ujt ·~tc (2.14b)
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Above, only particle-particle collisions are considered. For particle-wall collisions in
(2.11), all quantities of the second particle are set to zero. The remaining part of the
equation is kept as it is.
To connect this with the particle movement, collision forces will be formally treated like
an additional force in (2.7). Moreover, it is important to mention, that the particle-wall
collision cannot be conservative in terms of momentum because the wall is treated
like a particle with infinite mass. Therefore, the model only conserves kinetic energy
during particle-wall collisions.
To conclude, the two subproblems of fluid flow in Section 2.1 and particle movement in
Section 2.2 are coupled together using the coupling technique described in Section 2.3
to yield a complete mathematical model.
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3 State of the art
A literature review for general particle simulation methods will be given, focusing on
the IBM approach. Then, the splitting approach will be introduced shortly. Afterwards,
a short review on collision models and possible collision detection approaches will be
given, which also includes some techniques from computer graphics. Furthermore,
selected ficticious domain methods from the literature will be explained in detail to
point out the possibilities of coupling fluid and particle solver depending on using
either volume or surface forcing.
3.1 Literature review1
Methods for particulate flows can be separated in two general groups: The first one is
the so called Lagrangian approach, which uses a mesh fitted to the particle surfaces. As
the mesh can move arbitrary in the fluid, those methods are called arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE). The ALE method was used for particulate flows by Hu et al. (1991);
Hu (1996) and Maury (1996, 1999). The second group are immersed boundary methods.
The first IBM was proposed by Peskin (1972) in the field of FSI for simulating flow
patterns around heart valves. The new feature of this method was, that all calculations
were done on a fixed cartesian grid. It was not needed to remesh and project the
solution onto the new grid in every timestep in order to be conform with the geometry.
The success of his method was to impose the influence of the immersed boundary
on the flow without remeshing. In the following years, various modifications on this
method have been proposed and an overview can be taken from Mittal and Iaccarino
(2005). Immersed boundary methods are commonly used for FSI problems including
particulate flows. A broad review on IBM for FSI can be found in the work of Hou
et al. (2012).
In context of particulate flows, IBM can be further distinguished by the coupling
between fluid and particle interactions. The two variants are implicit and explicit
coupling schemes. In the implicit coupling approach the forcing is incorporated
into the flow equations before discretization. Important work in this field was done
by Glowinski et al. (1999, 2001) using a ficticious domain method with distributed
Lagrange multipliers and Patankar et al. (2000) using a stress distributed Lagrange
multiplier ansatz to model the coupling forces. In the second approach the forcing is
introduced after discretization.
First, the IBM was extended to Stokes flow around suspended particles by Fogelson
and Peskin (1988) and Navier-Stokes flow around fixed cylinders by Lai and Peskin
(2000). The number of particles was increased by the scheme proposed by Ho¨fler and
1Modified and extended version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 1)
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Schwarzer (2000). Further work has been done by Wan and Turek (2006) who proposed
a multigrid ficticious domain method. To track the particles a volume based integral
function is used, which was first proposed by Duchanoy and Jongen (2003). In this
context, an alternative scheme was proposed by Uhlmann (2005), who combines Peskin
(2002) regularized delta function approach with direct forcing in a finite-difference
context. The IBM was also used in a Lattice-Boltzmann context, e.g. by Feng and
Michaelides (2004).
An important issue which should be mentioned in terms of immersed boundary
methods with moving domains is the occurrence of spurious pressure oscillations.
These oscillations are present in many different IBM (Luo et al., 2009, 2010; Liao et al.,
2010; Uhlmann, 2005; Mittal et al., 2008). Seo and Mittal (2011) found out that the reason
for those oscillations lie in a violation of the conservation law due to the appearance
and disappearance of cells at the interface. They suggest to apply a cut cell approach
with virtual cell merging to enforce mass conservation. Further attempts to eliminate
pressure oscillations have been made by Luo et al. (2009, 2010); Liao et al. (2010).
For decades, FVM have dominated the CFD community not only for single phase
problems but for multi-phase problems like water-air interaction and particulate flows.
In contrast, DG, first proposed by Reed and Hill (1973), became popular because of
their ability to use higher-order ansatz spaces, like FEM, but still preserve conservation
properties by definition, like FVM. DG also have several additional advantages, e.g. it
is easy to handle hanging nodes and local refinements because of their discontinuous
ansatz spaces at cell boundaries.
The work in this thesis is based on the extended discontinuous Galerkin (XDG) ap-
proach by Kummer (2016). Here, a sharp-interface representation is used. In order
to treat the problem of high condition numbers for arbitrary small cut cells a cell-
agglomeration procedure is employed. Using such a sharp-interface representation
shifts the problem of accuracy and efficiency to the quadrature on those cut cells. For
this, we use the hierachical moment-fitting (HMF) first proposed by Mu¨ller et al. (2013)
and later extended in the work of Kummer (2016). To the best of the authors knowl-
edge, there is no work using cut cell/extended DG methods with HMF in connection
with immersed boundaries to tackle particulate flow problems. However, extensive
work in case of extended discretization methods has been done in context of extended
finite element method (XFEM), first introduced by Moe¨s et al. (1999) and later used for
fluid dynamics by Groß and Reusken (2007). Beside other authors working in the field
of XFEM, the first actual cut cell DG method was presented by Bastian and Engwer
(2009).
3.2 Splitting scheme
For efficient time discretization methods like the one presented in this thesis, are based
on the so called splitting scheme. The splitting esentially coupled fluid and particle
problem together and contains the following steps:
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1. The position of the particle ~Xj(t) within the fluid is given at time tn. Additionally
the coupling conditions at the boundaries of the fluid domain Ω f as well as those
on the particle surface Γj are given at tn. The Navier-Stokes equations (2.5) are
solved by using a common method for partial differential equations like FVM,
FEM or DG to gain velocity and pressure at tn+1
2. The hydrodynamic forces acting on the particle are calculated at tn+1
3. The particles are moved with respect to the hydrodynamic forces calculated
previously. The new boundary conditions on the particle surface are imposed
and the scheme is repeated by setting tn := tn+1
Different approaches for the calculation of hydrodynamic forces in step 2 and how
to imply boundary conditions, also in context with different spatial- and temporal
discretizations have been made. The main details will be presented in Section 3.4.
3.3 Treatment of collisions
In the previous section, the splitting approach has been introduced. Now, it will
be focused on a methods for treating particle-particle and particle-wall collisions.
Specifically, this focuses in step 3 of the splitting, in which particles are moved respect
to hydrodynamic forces. Thus, in case of a collision an additional force term applies.
Firstly, the modeling of collisions has to be distinguished from efficient collision
detection in the solver. Thus, it will be focused on collision models based on the
repulsive and lubrication forces between particles during collisions and models based
on conservation of momentum. In the following, efficient collision detection in the
technical field of particle simulation as well as some basics about collision detection in
computer graphics will be presented.
3.3.1 Collision models
There are several approaches to treat collisions in particle simulations. However, there
is the assumption that in finite-time particle-particle and particle-wall collisions in a
continuous setting do not take place. This results out of repulsive and lubrications
forces preventing collisions in terms of sufficiently viscous fluids (Glowinski et al.,
2001; Glowinski, 2003). Nevertheless, collisions have to be modeled for numerical
simulations to avoid decreasing the time step size, as well as the element size, if
particles come too close. This would lead to a massive increase in computational costs
as soon as particle collisions occur in the simulation.
For common collision models, one can distinguish repulsive force, lubrication force
and models based on momentum conservation. The first two add a repulsive force
to the right-hand side of the NEE (2.7). The latter is based on the equations of motion
and a balance of total momentum at the point of contact. Here, the models which are
described can be extended to particles with arbitrary shape quite easy. However, the
extension shifts the computational effort to determining the distance between both
particles efficiently, which is more expensive than for, e.g. spherical particles.
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Repulsive force
The following collision model was developed by Glowinski et al. (2001) and is based
on repulsive forces between colliding particles. It is assumed, that collisions have
a smooth nature, meaning their particle velocities coincide at the point of contact.
Additionally, it has to be ensured that the particles do not overlap each other at any
time in the simulation. For circular particles the repulsive force ~Frep has to fulfill the
following properties
~Frep parallel to
−−→
XiXj, (3.1a)
||~Frep|| = 0 if dij ≥ Ri + Rj + ρ, (3.1b)
||~Frep|| =
cij
e
if dij = Ri + Rj. (3.1c)
In (3.1), ~Xi is the center of mass particle i, Ri is the radius and dij = ||−−→XiXj|| is the
distance between both center of masses. cij is a scaling factor and e a small positive
number depending on grid size. Additionally to the properties of (3.1), the model
has to satisfy the behavior of Figure 3.1. This means a decreasing behavior between
maximum and minimum value of repulsive force. In Figure 3.1, ρ is the range where
the repulsive force model is acting and is chosen to be ∆h, the minimum mesh size for
the spatial discretization of the velocity in the original literature. Further information
on how to choose this parameter can be found in Glowinski et al. (2001).
||~Frep||
dijRi + Rj + ρRi + Rj
Figure 3.1: Force depending on distance in the model of Glowinski et al. (2001).
The aforementioned method does not allow the particles to overlap each other. How-
ever, overlapping can occur in numerical calculations, if the time step size is not
adapted when particles come close to each other. As a result, Wan and Turek (2006)
proposed a modified definition of the short-range repulsive force model where particles
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can come arbitrary close and are even allowed to overlap. A schematic representation
of the repulsive force with overlapping region can be seen in Figure 3.2.
~Frep = 0 if dij ≥ Ri + Rj + ρ (3.2a)
~Frep =
1
ep
(~Xi − ~Xj)(Ri + Rj + ρ− dij)2 = if dij ≥ Ri + Rj (3.2b)
~Frep =
1
e′p
(~Xi − ~Xj)(Ri + Rj − dij) if dij ≤ Ri + Rj (3.2c)
In (3.2) ρ is again the range of the repulsive force and can be chosen to be a factor of
0.5 to 2.5 of the meshsize ∆h. Further, ep and e′p are small stiffness parameters which
are chosen to be ep ≈ (∆h)2 and e′p ≈ ∆h if the ratio of both densities is around 1 and
the fluid is sufficiently viscous.
||~Frep||
dijRi + Rj + ρRi + Rj
0
ρ2
ep
||~Xi − ~Xj||
Ri+Rj
e′p
||~Xi − ~Xj||
overlapping
region
Figure 3.2: Force depending on distance in the model of Wan and Turek (2006), here
overlap is possible.
The model can also be used for particle-wall collisions with some small modifications.
In (3.3) d′i = |~Xi − ~X′i | is the distance between the center of mass and the center of an
imaginary particle at the wall. The stiffness parameters for particle-wall collisions are
chosen to be half of the particle-particle parameters, eg. ew = ep/2 and e′w = e′p/2.
~Frep = 0 if d′ij > 2Ri + ρ (3.3a)
~Frep =
1
ew
(~Xi − ~X′i)(2Ri + ρ− d′i)2 = if 2Ri ≥ d′i ≥ Ri + Rj + ρ (3.3b)
~Frep =
1
e′p
(~Xi − ~X′i)(2Ri − d′i) if di ≤ 2Ri (3.3c)
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Lubrication force
If particles come very close to each other, a Poiseuille-type flow develops between
them, leading to high local stress and pressure values. Here, the magnitude of the
lubrication force strongly depends on the distance between the particles.
A very popular example of lubrication force models is the one of Maury (1997). Let
~Ci and ~Cj be the material points on the surface of two particles which are closest to
each other. Further, ~˙Ci and ~˙Cj being the velocity at those points and~ni and~ti being the
normal and tangential vector on the particle surface ∂Ωi, resp. ∂Ωj. All quantities are
visualized in Figure 3.3. The lubrication force can be estimated by
~Flub = [−κn(dij)~nc ⊗~nc − κt(dij)~tc ⊗~tc] · (~˙Ci − ~˙Cj), (3.4)
where
κn(d) = µn
1
d
and κt(d) = µt ln(
d0
d
). (3.5)
In (3.5), µn and µt depend on geometrical aspects like curveture of the particle surface
and on the viscosity of the fluid. Further, d0 will be chosen according to the character-
istic size of the particles. In his publication Maury (1997) assumes κn(d) and κt(d) to
be given funnctions. It is also important that, like in the repulsive force models, a force
will only act if d is greater than a given value d0.
dij
Cj
Ci
Ωj
∂Ωj
Ωi
∂Ωi
Figure 3.3: Particle quantities used by Maury (1997).
Conservation of momentum
Using the basics of rigid particle dynamics from Section 2.4, collision models based
on the conservation of momentum can be constructed. Those models do not depend
on an a-priori stiffness parameter. Ardekani and Rangel (2008) published a method
based on the conservation of momentum for circular shaped particles with a Lagrange-
Multiplier method. They consider only centric collisions, where both collision forces
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act in the direction of the center of masses. This results in no torque acting on the rigid
particle.
For this method, the velocities at the points of contact are split into normal and
tangential parts of the particle surfaces ~U = Un~nc +Ut~tt. For tangential components of
the velocities Ut1 and Ut2 momentum is conserved as well as the angular momentum
for each particle separately. For both normal components the momentum balance
renders down to
U+n1 =
e(U−n2 −U−n1)M2
M1 + M2
+
M1Un1 + M2Un2
M1 + M2
(3.6a)
U+n2 =
e(U−n2 −U−n1)M1
M1 + M2
+
M1Un1 + M2Un2
M1 + M2
(3.6b)
Here, the superscripts −/+ denote quantities right before and after the collision and
M is the mass of the rigid particle. e is the coefficient of restitution.
For the numerical treatment of collisions Ardekani and Rangel (2008) simply calculate
the contact force between both particles based on the rigidity force. If its magnitude is
negative the collision process is ended since particles can not apply a tensile force to
each other. The process is triggered if the distance between both particles is equal to
∆rmin. Here, ∆rmin denotes the roughness height of the particle. If no collision occurs
and the particles are not in contact, the sum of all forces over each particle, excluding
gravitational and hydrodynamical forces, renders to be 0.
3.3.2 Efficient collision detection
Efficient and accurate collision detection becomes important if the number of particles
increases significantly and additionally the shape of the particle is arbitrary. In a
brute force method, every particle is compared with every other particle in order to
determine the distance between those two. As a result of a potential collision, the
collision procedure can be triggered. This might be done at low computational costs
even for a few hundred of spherical particles. However, for particles with arbitrary
shape each interface point of one particle has to be compared to each interface point of
another particle. This results in huge computational load and is not feasible even for
few particles.
In the following, some basic methods for efficient collision detection will be presented.
This section mainly contains basic algorithms used in computer graphics and com-
putational geometry. In the end, an algorithm of Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001) will be
presented, which is related to similar problems compared to this thesis.
Various methods have been developed for collision detection. Some of them mainly
tailored to specific geometrical objects or to applications like physical based simulations
(multi-body dynamics, particulate flows) and computer graphics (e.g. animation for
video games). A good overview can be found in Jime´nez et al. (2001), which is the base
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of this short survey. In the following, the basics of collision detection algorithms for
four general tasks will be mentioned:
i) How to detect collisions in a discrete time setting?
First, it is important to determine when a collision between a given set of moving rigid
bodies occurs in the next time steps. In the method of spatio-temporal intersection
a 4D space-time volume is being constructed along to its trajectory (Jimenez and
Torras, 1995). If two volumes intersect each other, a collision has been detected. This
method works for various geometries, however it is computational expensive because
of the construction of complex space-time volumes. Thus other methods have been
developed.
Avoiding the complex volume computation the volume is transfered into a lower-
dimensional subspace by the swept volume approach. The swept volume contains all
points occupied by a moving object during a time period. Nevertheless, it is possible
that those constructed volumes intersect but a collision will not take place. As a
result the relative velocity between those bodies is considered. Meaning one volume
is kept fixed and the other one is moved with its relative velocity. However, also
computing the swept volumes is expensive such that usually first only convex objects
are considered (Foisy and Hayward, 1994). As soon as those global volumes intersect,
the trajectories of all parts are considered. A simplified approach for simple shapes
and trajectories has been published by Herman (1986).
Further, there is the method of multiple interference detection. Here, the trajectories
of particles are sampled and tests for interference at particular sampling points are
made. The choice of the sampling interval is crucial, because a collision can be missed.
Ideally, the sample time can be calculated out of the distance between those bodies and
their relative velocities. Most simple approaches have been published by Cameron
(1985) and Culley and Kempf (1986).
Moreover, the time of collision can be tracked analytically if the trajectories are func-
tions of time. With this method, general polyhedral shaped can be checked for with
increasing polynomial degree of time. Rotational motion can also be taken into ac-
count because the resulting function in this case additionally contains trigonometric
functions. For triangulated surfaces the work of Moore and Wilhelms (1988) can be
mentioned.
ii) How to find intersections between bodies?
To find intersections it has to be distinguished between convex and non-convex polyhe-
dral. It has to be mentioned that strategies for convex bodies have a significantly better
performance than those for general bodies (Bouma and Vane˘cˇek, 1991). One popular
approach is to check if an edge of one surface is piercing another face which becomes
simple, if bodies have only convex faces. For general shapes there exist different
strategies: First, it is often possible to split non-convex shapes into smaller convex
ones and apply the strategy mentioned above. Further, it is known that for non-convex
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faces a simple two-step test can show if an edge intersects a face, see Gilbert and Foo
(1989).
Even if the basic interference tests are computationally cheap, it is of high gain to use
information about object geometry and movement direction to delimit the number of
interference tests to only parts of the objects. Various methods have been published
for distance calculation between convex, non-convex and parametric surfaces which
only consider parts of the objects. These methods can be split in two general classes,
geometrical and optimization approaches. The first determine the closest points of
two objects by calculation the euclidean distance between them, e.g. see Dobkin and
Kirkpatrick (1990) and Cameron and Culley (1986). In the second approach distance is
viewed as a function to be minimized (Bobrow, 1989).
For reducing the number of tests a strategy is very popular in computer graphics: The
use of bounding volumes. In this method, bodies will be represented by a number
of bounding volumes which have simple geometrical shape. This approach can also
be used hierarchical, such that the area of a possible collision can be split into more
bounding volumes again. This leads most of the time to a good prediction of the
collision area at the first levels of hierarchy and closest distance computations can
be restricted to that area. Those methods differ in the hierarchical structures of the
underlying volumes. For example Hamada and Hori (1996) use a octree structure
whereas also tetrahedral meshes (Klosowski et al., 1998) and regular grids (Garcia-
Alonso et al., 1994) are being used.
If two bodies come close to each other with translational and rotational motion there
exist various possible collision possibilities. Here, the back-face culling technique has
to be mentioned (Vanekckek, 1994). In this method, the current relative velocity vectors
of the rigid bodies is projected onto the normal-vectors of the particle surfaces. A face
is culled, if the projection is negative, see Figure 3.4. Jime´nez et al. (2001) state, that in
average half of the faces of two polyhedra can be neglected with this method.
iii) The distances between which particles have to be computed?
For systems containing a huge number of rigid bodies it is also important to restrict
the collision detection algorithm only to bodies which can collide in the next timestep
because of their distance and relative motion. To tackle this issue, Tornero et al. (1991)
published the concept of awareness. For every particle, they determine an increasing
value of awareness containing position, relative velocity and acceleration. Basically,
the lowest number of awareness denotes objects which are most likely to collide during
the simulation. Additionally, they use buckets to cluster bodies with certain awareness
levels such that bodies which are more likely to collide get also updated more often.
Of course, they have been published many other techniques with large similarities,
such that also a heap can be used to store those event queues like it will be prescribed
in the particular method of Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001).
Since the methods presented are only a rough outline, more details can be found in
Jime´nez et al. (2001) or van den Bergen (2003).
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~Ui −~Uj
~Uj,i
~Uj−~Ui
~Ui,j
~ni
~nj
Figure 3.4: Back-face culling technique for two circular bodies with culled surfaces
according to their relative velocities.
Method of Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001)
An algorithmic approach tailored to the application of fluid dynamics was proposed by
Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001) and will be mentioned in this context, because its application
is very close to the moving particle simulations in this thesis.
They use a coarse grid approximation of their domain and assign those coarse cells
to so-called elements, which is very similar to a domain decomposition approach.
Additionally, they handle a data structure in which the number of particles contained
in a specific (coarse) element is stored. Now, with given velocities the NEE can be
integrated in time to predict new particle positions. The big advantage is that a particle
j has only to be compared to particles in the same element and surrounding elements
in order to potentially trigger a collision model. Particles which do not share an
element or neighboring element do not have to be considered. Subsequently, also a
transfer of particles between elements without collisions has to be proceeded and the
data structure has to be updated frequently. A smart choice of decomposing the total
computational domain can therefore lead to large saving of computational costs.
As an improvement for coupled particle-flows, naming type (III) flows in the cat-
egorization of Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001), in the beginning they solve the equation
describing the fluid behavior using old particle positions Xn and velocities Un. Then
they incorporate the fluid velocity un+1 at the new time step tn+1 into the integration
of the equation of motion and yield a more sophisticated prediction of the new particle
positions Xn+1.
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3.4 Immersed boundary methods
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the following part will point out a
few approaches for the coupling of fluid and particle equation solve strategies in
more detail. This is particular useful to give context to the cut cell IBM which will be
presented afterwards. The review will be split in two parts, methods with volume
and surface coupling. All methods mentioned in this section apply a smooth interface
approach in which the boundary between fluid and particles is not explicitly known
and no surface integration is evaluated.
3.4.1 Coupling forces at volume
In the following methods, the particle equations are implicitly coupled with the NSE
using Body-force distributed and stress distributed Lagrange multiplier techniques.
The goal is to solve one coupled system of equations for physical properties of fluid
and particle.
The first work to mention in connection with implicit coupling approaches in terms
of moving particle flows is the one of Glowinski et al. (2001). In this approach the
Navier-Stokes (2.5) is coupled with the Newton-Euler (2.7) which describes the particle
motion. The constraint of particle motion in this method is described by (2.9).
They assume a two-phase flow with a fluid phase and a particle phase. Therefore ach
particle Ωj is made of a homogeneous material of density ρj which differs from the
fluid density ρ f . When taking into account that any particle velocity field ~v verifies
∇ ·~v = 0 and D(~v) := 12(∇~v +∇~vT) = 0 the following formulation is yield:
For a.e. t > 0, find ~u(t), p(t), {~Vj(t), ~Xj(t), ~ωj(t)}Jj=1, such that
ρ f
∫
Ω
[
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u
]
·~v dx−
∫
Ω
p∇ ·~v dx+ ν
∫
Ω
D(~u) : D(~v) dx
+
J
∑
j=1
(1− ρ f
ρj
)[Mj
d~Uj
dt
· ~Yj + (Ij
d~ωj
dt
+ ~ωj × Ij ~ωj) · ~θj]
=ρ f
∫
Ω
~g ·~v dx +
J
∑
j=1
(1− ρ f
ρj
)Mj~g · ~Yj, ∀{~v,~Y,~θ} ∈ W˜0(t) in Ω (3.7a)
∫
Ω
q∇ · ~u dx = 0, ∀ q ∈ L2(Ω), (3.7b)
~u = ~g0 on Γ, (3.7c)
~u(~x, t) = ~Vj(t) +ωj(t)× (~Xj(t)−~x), ∀~x ∈ Ωj(t), ∀j = 1, ..., J. (3.7d)
dXj
dt
= ~Vj, (3.7e)
Ωj(0) = Ω0j, ~Vj(0) = V0j, ωj(0) = ω0j, ~Xj(0) = X0j, ∀j = 1, ..., J. (3.7f)
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~u(~x, 0) = ~u0(~x), ∀~x ∈ Ω\
⋃
j = 1JΩ¯0jand~u(~x, 0) = ~V0j +ω0j × (~X0j −~x), ∀~x ∈ Ω¯0j.
(3.7g)
with space W˜0(t) defined by
W˜0(t) = {{v, Y, θ} | ~v ∈ (H10(Ω))d,
Y = {~Yj}Jj=1, θ = {~θj}Jj=1, with ~Yj ∈ RD, ~θj ∈ R3,
~v(~x, t) = ~Yj +~θj × (~Xj −~x) in Ωj(t), ∀j = 1, ..., J}. (3.8)
For ~u and p it can be assumed that ~u(t) ∈ (H1(Ω))D and p(t) ∈ L2(Ω). In order to
relax the particle constrained (3.7d), Glowinski et al. (2001) employ a family ~λj
J
j=1 of
Lagrange multipliers so that ~λj(t) = Λj(t) with
~Λj(t) ∈ (H1(Ωj(t)))d, ∀j = 1, ..., J. (3.9)
By the help of Lagrange multipliers the movement of the particle phase is restricted to
rigid body motion:
For a.e. t > 0, find ~u(t), p(t), {~Vj(t), ~Xj(t), ~ωj(t),~λ}Jj=1, such that
~u(t) ∈ (H1(Ω))D,~u(t) = ~g0(t) on Γ, p(t) ∈ L2(Ω), (3.10a)
~Vj(t) ∈ RD, ~Xj(t) ∈ RD, ~ωj(t) ∈ R3,~λj(t) ∈ Λj(t), ∀j = 1, ..., J, (3.10b)
and
ρ f
∫
Ω
[
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u
]
·~v dx−
∫
Ω
p∇ ·~v dx
+ ν
∫
Ω
D(~u) : D(~v) dx−
J
∑
j=1
〈~λj,~v− ~Yj −~θj × (~Xj − ·)〉j
+
J
∑
j=1
(1− ρ f
ρj
)[Mj
d~Uj
dt
· ~Yj + (Ij
d~ωj
dt
+ ~ωj × Ij ~ωj) · ~θj]
=ρ f
∫
Ω
~g ·~v dx +
J
∑
j=1
(1− ρ f
ρj
)Mj~g · ~Yj, (3.10c)
∀~v ∈ (H10(Ω))D, ∀~Yj ∈ RD, ∀~Θj ∈ R3,∫
Ω
q∇ · ~u dx = 0, ∀ q ∈ L2(Ω), (3.10d)
〈~µj,~u(t)− ~Vj(t)−ωj(t)× (~Xj − ·)〉j = 0, µj ∈ Λj(t), ∀j = 1, ..., J, (3.10e)
dXj
dt
= ~Vj, (3.10f)
Ωj(0) = Ω0j, ~Vj(0) = V0j, ωj(0) = ω0j, ~Xj(0) = X0j, ∀j = 1, ..., J. (3.10g)
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~u(~x, 0) = ~u0(~x), ∀~x ∈ Ω\
J⋃
j=1
Ω¯0j and ~u(~x, 0) = ~V0j +ω0j × (~X0j −~x), ∀~x ∈ Ω¯0j.
(3.10h)
Different choices for 〈~µ,~v〉j relaxing the rigid body motion constraint can be made.
Two of the most natural ones are the form
〈~µ,~v〉j =
∫
Ωj
(~µ ·~v + δ2j ∇~µ ∇~v) dx, ∀ ~µ and ~v ∈ Λj(t)) (3.11)
and
〈~µ,~v〉j =
∫
Ωj
(~µ ·~v + δ2j [∇~µ+ (∇~µ)T] : [∇~v + (∇~v)T]) dx, ∀ ~µ and ~v ∈ Λj(t)),
(3.12)
where δj is a characteristic length (for example the particle diameter).
Another method for the interaction between particle and fluid was developed by
Ho¨fler and Schwarzer (2000). They use a penalty method instead of the multiplier
technique described above. Thus, in both methods the particle motion is represented
by means of (2.9).
A different approach for the implicit coupling was developed by Patankar et al. (2000).
In this method, no interface force terms in the equation system appear. Instead an
additionally stress is used to enforce the rigid particle motion just like pressure in a
fluid. Patankar et al. (2000) uses an alternative fictitious domain approach, in which the
rigidity of the particles is incorporated by the constraint D(~u) = 0. The corresponding
variational formulation then reads:
For t > 0, find ~u ∈WuD, p ∈ L20(Ω),~λ ∈ H1(Ωj(t))d satisfying
ρ f
∫
Ω
[
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u− ~f
]
·~v dx−
∫
Ω
p∇ ·~vdx+
∫
Ω
q(∇ · ~u) dx+
∫
Ω
τ : D[~v] dx
+
∫
Ωj(t)
(ρj − ρ f )
[
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u− ~f
]
·~v dx+
∫
Ωj(t)
D[~λ] : D[~v] dx
+
∫
Ωj(t)
D[~µ] : D[~u] dx = 0 (3.13a)
∀ ~v ∈W0D, µ ∈ H1(Ωj(t))D and q ∈ L2(Ωj(t))
where
WuD(t) = {~v ∈ H1(Ω)D : ~v = ~uΓ(t) on ΓD},
W0D = {~v ∈ H1(Ω)D : ~v = 0 on ΓD},
L20(Ω) = {q ∈ L2(Ω)|
∫
Ω
q dx = 0}.
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Again, ~λ is a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint D(~u) = 0, mentioned above. τ
represents the extra stress tensor based on the deformation of the fluid at a given
position. Thus, τ = 0 inside Ωj.
For the detailed derivation of the weak form the reader is referred to Patankar et al.
(2000). The main point to state here is that in comparison with (3.7a) there are no explicit
interface force terms or particle velocities present in (3.13a). This is, as described above,
convenient for the simulation of particulate flows in three dimensions where the
angular momentum equations become more complex.
3.4.2 Coupling forces at surface
Instead of applying the coupling forces at the volume, there exist method which apply
forces at the particle surfaces. The surface approach is also close to the approach
presented in this thesis and therefore some key literature will be presented in the
following. An important contribution to the field of coupled methods was submitted
by Duchanoy and Jongen (2003). The equation system consists of the NSE (2.5) and
the constraint on the fluid velocity (2.9) which is imposed in the particle domain Ωj(t).
Those equations are discretized by using a standard FVM.
Nevertheless, an auxiliary function αpqr is introduced in the following to distinguish
between control volumes in the fluid and in the particle domain:
αpqr =
N
∑
j=1
α
j
pqr, with α
j
pqr =
{
0, ~xpqr ∈ Ω f (t)
1, ~xpqr ∈ Ωj(t), (3.14)
where N is the number of grid nodes and ~xpqr denotes the center of the control volume
(p, q, r) for all control volumes within the grid. The auxiliary function is needed to
represent a smooth particle interface within a Cartesian grid. Also, by using αijk the
force ~F and torque ~T acting on each particle can be calculated using a summation with
~Fj = ∑
pqr∈Kh
σpqr~n
j
pqr (3.15)
and (3.16)
~Tj = ∑
pqr∈Kh
(~xpqr − ~Xj)× σpqr~njpqr. (3.17)
Here ~Xj denotes the center of the particle and Kh is the computational grid. Important
for the calculation of the hydrodynamic forces is the property of ~njpqr which is only
non-zero at the interface between particle. Further it is important to state the the value
of the gradient of αpqr is proportional to the interfacial surface area in cell (p, q, r).
~njpqr = α
j
pqr(∇αjpqr). (3.18)
The multiplication of αpqr is needed in order to filter the contribution of cells lying at
the fluid part of the interface.
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In consequence, this approach is used to transfer the surface integral for evaluating
the hydrodynamic forces to a volume integral over the whole domain. In Figure 3.5,
which is extracted from the reference cited above, the representation of a particle in
the FVM discretization can be seen. The algorithm of Duchanoy and Jongen (2003)
Figure 3.5: Shape of a particle (cells with αpqr = 1) with its normal vectors taken from
Duchanoy and Jongen (2003).
uses a standard pressure correction scheme for computation. The particle position is
updated with the intermediate velocity and the pressure field. More details of this
specific method can be found in the literature cited above. Wan and Turek (2006)
proposed a related approach in context of FEM. In their scheme, the calculation of
hydrodynamic forces (3.19) differs slightly from the one of Duchanoy and Jongen (2003)
but the same definition of the auxiliary function αi(~x) in (3.14) is being used. Instead
of just summing up the values at the nodes along the boundary in a FVM, they use a
standard Gaussian quadrature of corresponding high-order to solve a volume-integral,
where ∇αi is only different from zero at the particle surface. Thus, the volume integral
has only to be computed in one layer of mesh cells around the particle boundary. The
conversion from surface integral to volume integral is an important feature, because
the information about the particle boundary only lies implicitly in the grid and its
reconstruction would be time consuming.
~Fj = −
∫
Ω
σ · ∇αi dΩ (3.19a)
~Tj = −
∫
Ω
(~X− ~Xj)× (σ · ∇αi) dΩ (3.19b)
For solving the equations, a discrete projection scheme which splits the coupled
problem is used. Then, the non-linear equations in ~u are treated by an non-linear
iteration or a linearization technique. The pressure equations are solved by using an
optimal multigrid solver.
The method of Uhlmann (2005) was published in a second-order finite-difference con-
text and basically uses the delta function approach of Peskin (2002) with an additional
direct formulation of the fluid-solid interaction force. The fluid and the particles are dis-
cretized differently. Fluid quantities are prescribed by Eulerian variables and particle
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quantities are treated with Lagrangian variables. For each particle of number of total
particles Np embedded in the fluid region a number of NL points is distributed evenly
along the fluid-particle surface. Those points are called Lagrangian force points ~X jl .
They follow the particle motion and do not require additional tracking. Furthermore,
a discrete volume ∆V jl is associated with each force point so that a thin shell around
each particle is formed (see Figure 3.6). For circular particles and a given mesh size ∆h
the discrete volume is chosen to be
∆V jl =
2pirc∆h
NL
. (3.20)
The shell makes it possible to apply a volume force to each particle. Moreover, the key
Figure 3.6: Shell with equidistant force points NL and an associated volume ∆V
j
l taken
from Uhlmann (2005).
feature of the method is the mapping between Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates
and vice versa using Peskin’s delta function approximation. The mapping of velocity
and force is done by
~U(~X jl ) = ∑
~x∈Gh
~u(~x)δh(~x− ~X jl )∆h3 ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ Np; 1 ≤ l ≤ NL (3.21a)
and
f (~x) =
Np
∑
j=1
NL
∑
l=1
F(~X jl )δh(~x− ~X
j
l )∆V
j
l ∀ ~x ∈ Kh, (3.21b)
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where Kh is the grid, ∆h is the mesh width and δh is a continuously differentiable
function. Capital letters show Lagrangian quantities and the small ones Eulerian
quantities.
The solver is based on a fractional-step method. A three-step Runge-Kutta scheme is
used for the convective terms and the Crank-Nicolson method is used for viscosity.
The main advantage of using a combination of smooth transfer between Lagrangian
and Eulerian coordinates and the direct forcing approach in the present method is, that
it leads to less oscillatory particle forces than existing direct methods and has a higher
efficiency compared to implicit methods.
Lastly, the descriptions in this chapter can only give a short overview of the different
methods which have been published in context of IBM with particulate flows. For
more information there has recently been published a review on this topic by Maxey
(2017). It is important to state, that all methods described above use some sense of
smooth interface representation. On the contrary, in the presently proposed method a
sharp interface representation using cut cells is implemented.
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4 Cut cell DG method for particulate
flows
The main part of this chapter is the description of the presented method in this thesis,
including discretization and collision modeling. Also some details of the method
naming efficient quadrature and cell-agglomeration are presented. In the end, the
current chapter will be shortly concluded.
4.1 Splitting scheme
At the beginning, the splitting technique to couple both, flow and particle problem will
be introduced. Note that the numbering represents steps which have to be proceeded in
each time step. The scheme is described in a two-dimensional setting for simplification
reasons. Of course, the procedure is similar in three dimensions. The discretization of
the flow problem will be presented in detail in Section 4.2.
1. Solve the NSE for ~un+1 and pn+1 with given initial and boundary conditions
using a Picard or Newton linearization technique and a linear solver for the
linearized equation system. Thus, the discretized NSE (2.5) in time is described
by
ρ f
(3~un+1
2∆t
− 2~u
n∗
∆t
+
~un−1∗
2∆t
+ ~un+1 · ∇~un+1
)
+∇pn+1 − µ f∆~un+1 = ~f n+1
(4.1a)
and
∇ · ~un+1 = 0 in Ω f (tn+1). (4.1b)
2. Calculate the hydrodynamic force ~Fn+1j and torques ~T
n+1
j acting on the j-th
particle using the HMF on the particle surface Γj.
3. Potential particle-particle and particle-wall collision are triggered, after checking
cell set intersections and distances dij. For details see Section 4.3.
4. Solve the NEE (2.7) for new particle velocities ~Un+1j and rotational speed ω
n+1
j
by using a second-order Crank-Nicolson method in time:
~Un+1j =~U
n
j +
(∆Mj~f
Mj
+
~Fnj + ~F
n+1
j
2Mj
)
∆t, (4.2)
ωn+1j =ω
n
j +
(Tnj + Tn+1j
2Ijx
)
∆t, (4.3)
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where Ijx is the moment of inertia for rotation of a specific particle shape and ∆Mj
is the mass difference between particle and fluid occupying the same volume.
5. Determine new particle positions ~Xn+1j and angles θ
n+1
j with
~Xn+1j =~X
n
j + ~U
n
j ∆t +
1
2
(∆Mj~f
Mj
+
~Fnj + ~F
n+1
j
2Mj
)
∆t2, (4.4)
θn+1j =θ
n
j +ω
n
j ∆t +
1
2
(Tnj + Tn+1j
2Ijx
)
∆t2. (4.5)
6. Move particle to the new position and extrapolate velocities at the new domain
with
~un
∗
= ~un in Ω f (tn+1) (4.6a)
and
~un−1
∗
= ~un−1 in Ω f (tn+1). (4.6b)
7. Apply velocity boundary conditions at the particle surfaces Γj following (2.9).
8. Proceed to the next time level by setting tn := tn+1 and restart with step 1.
In this context it should be noted, that using an explicit splitting method for the moving
of boundaries within the grid renders the total scheme still to be first order in time
only. Therefore the overall scheme renders to be of first order for moving domains and
converges with O(∆t + hk+1). Thus ∆t has to be decreased if the polynomial degree is
increased.
Finally, in Figure 4.1 the solver procedure is presented in a flowchart. Of course, each
step consist of further substeps, which will be presented in detail in this chapter. The
overall convergence order in time is bound by the splitting approach in step 6.
4.2 Discontinuous Galerkin method for flow problem1
In this section, the numerical background of the cut cell immersed boundary method
within a discontinuous Galerkin context will be presented. It should be mentioned that
the present solver is based on the work of Kummer (2016), who has applied DG two
fluid phase flows and is implemented into the software package BoSSS (Kummer, 2012).
First, some basic definitions and notations will be given. Afterwards, the discretization
in space and time will be introduced. Then, a few words about the HMF method, first
published by Mu¨ller et al. (2013), will be given. In extension to Krause and Kummer
(2017), a collision model for the cut cell immersed boundary method will be presented
after discretization.
1Modified and extended version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 3)
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Figure 4.1: Solver process scheme using a explicitly coupled method between fluid
and particle part.
Foremost, basic notations and definitions of the discontinuous Galerkin method have
to be introduced:
• Let the computational domain Ω ⊂ RD be bounded Lipschitz.
• The numerical background grid KBh = {K1, ..., Kn}. The cells {K1, ..., Kn} should
be of diameter d ≈ h and star-shaped with respect to a ball of radius ρ ≈ h.
• The numerical grid Kh(t) = KBh ∩Ω f (t) containing fluid and cut cells with h
being the maximum diameter of all cells. For the decoupled fluid subproblem
Ω f (t) results out of the method and is according to Chapter 2 assumed to be
given.
• Let ΓI(t) be the union of all interior cell faces::
ΓI(t) =
⋃
j ∂Kj ∩Ω f (t).
• Let Γ(t) be the union of all cell faces in the fluid region:
Γ(t) = ΓI(t) ∪ ∂Ω f (t). Here ∂Ω f (t) = ΓD ∪ ΓN ∪⋃ Γj(t), see Section 2.1.
• a normal field~nΓ on Γ(t) which defines the face orientation.
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• Jump and average operators of a function φ on interior faces are denoted by:
[[φ]] := φ|K+ − φ|K− and {φ} := 12φ|K+ + 12φ|K− on ΓI(t) and
for all boundary faces of Ω f (t) by:
[[φ]] := φ|K+ and {φ} := φ|K+ on Γ\ΓI(t).
• The gradient ∇h on the broken polynomial space: for u ∈ C1(Ω f ),∇hu denotes
the broken gradient on the domain Ω f and ∇h · ~u the broken divergence.
In order to formulate the discretization the broken polynomial space on cut cells
(Kummer, 2016) is defined in the following way:
Pk(Kh(t)) := { f ∈ L2(Ω f (t)); ∀K ∈ Kh(t) : f |K ∈ Pk(K)
is polynomial, deg( f |K∩Ω f (t)) ≤ k}.
(4.7)
Note that because Kh(t) is time dependent for Ω f (t), Pk also depends on time. Fur-
thermore a mapping to extrapolate the known velocities ~uα onto the new polynomial
space is needed.
The extrapolation
E~u : Ω f (tβ)→ RD (4.8)
is defined element-by-element as follows:
• If |K ∩Ω f (tβ)| = 0, nothing has to be defined.
• If |K ∩Ω f (tβ)| > 0 and |K ∩Ω f (tα)| > 0, then E~u = ~uα in the sense of polyno-
mials on K.
• If |K ∩Ω f (tβ)| > 0 but |K ∩Ω f (tα)| = 0, then E~u = ~uα in the sense of polynomi-
als on K out of the largest nearest neighbor cell KN which fulfills |KN ∩Ω f (tα)| >
0. If two neighbor cells have the same size, the choice is random.
Note that old values of ~uα extrapolated onto the new domain Ω f (tβ) will be denoted
by ~uα∗ in the variational formulation. A discrete approximation (u, p) for the solution
(un+1, pn+1 of subproblem (4.1) then can be defined as follows:
Find
(~u, p) ∈ Pk(Kh)D ×Pk−1(Kh) =: Vk (4.9a)
such that
∀ (~v, τ) ∈ Vk
sρ f
(3~un+1
2∆t
,~v
)
Ωn+1f
+ c(~wn+1,~un+1,~v) + b(pn+1,~v)− a(~un+1,~v)
− b(τ,~un+1) = g(~v, τ) + p(~un∗ ,~un−1∗ ,~v),
(4.9b)
with
ρ f
(3~un+1
2∆t
,~v
)
Ωn+1f
= ρ f
∫
Ωn+1f
3
2∆t
~un+1 ·~v dV. (4.9c)
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Here the term c(~w,~u,~v) denotes the convective term, b(p,~v) the pressure gradient,
a(~u,~v) the viscous terms, b(τ,~u) the continuity term. The right-hand side (RHS)
consists out of a spatial term g(~v, τ) and one of the time discretization p(~un
∗
,~un−1∗ ,~v).
To simplify the notation of the spatial discretization let all domains and faces be part of
the time level tn+1, meaning, e.g. Ω f = Ω f (tn+1) and Γ = Γ(tn+1). For discretization a
standard symmetric interior penalty (SIP) method (Arnold, 1982) for the viscous terms
combined with a Lax-Friedrichs flux (Lax, 1954) for the convective terms is used. The
trilinear/bilinear are denoted by
c(~w,~u,~v) =− ρ f
∫
Ω f
(~u⊗ ~w) : ∇h~v dV
+ ρ f
∮
Γ
({~u⊗ ~w}~nΓ + (λ/2) [[~u]]) · [[~v]] dS, (4.10)
b(p,~v) =−
∫
Ω f
p (∇h ·~v) dV−
∮
Γ
[[~v]] ·~nΓ{p} dS, (4.11)
a(~u,~v) =− µ f
∫
Ω f
(∇h~u : ∇h~v) dV
+ µ f
∮
Γ
{∇h~u}~nΓ · [[~v]]dS
+ µ f
∮
Γ
{∇h~v}~nΓ · [[~u]] dS
− µ f
∮
Γ
η [[~u]] · [[~v]] dS (4.12)
and
b(τ,~u) =−
∫
Ω f
~u · (∇hτ) dV−
∮
Γ
[[τ]]~nΓ · {~u} dS. (4.13)
The penalty parameter η is determined by the following equation:
η = µ k2 GKh , (4.14)
where µ is the so called penalty safety factor, k is the polynomial degree and GKh is a
geometrical factor depending on the surface to volume ratio of a particular cut cell. If
not stated otherwise, the safety factor is chosen to be 4 in all calculations. More details
on the choice of the penalty parameter η and the Lax-Friedrichs parameter λ in (4.10)
can be found in the work of Hesthaven and Warburton (2008).
Next, source and boundary condition terms on the right-hand side of the variational
problem in (4.9) can be specified. Those can be split into
g(~v, τ) = q(~v) + s(~v) + r(τ), (4.15)
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where the functional q(~v) denotes the Dirichlet boundary conditions of the convective
operator, s(~v) the volume force and Dirichlet boundary conditions of the linear Stokes
problem and r(τ) the Dirichlet boundary conditions of the continuity equation. Details
of the functionals are given by
q(~v) =ρ f
∮
ΓD
((~uD ⊗ ~uD)~nΓD + (λ/2) ~uD) · [[~v]] dS
+ ρ f
∮
Γj
((~uj ⊗ ~uj)~nΓj + (λ/2) ~uj) · [[~v]] dS (4.16)
s(~v) =−
∫
Ω f
~f ·~v dV− µ f
∮
ΓD
~uD · (∇h~v ~nΓD − η~v) dS
− µ f
∮
Γj
~uj · (∇h~v ~nΓj − η~v) dS, (4.17)
and
r(τ) =
∮
ΓD
τ~uD ·~nΓD dS+
∮
Γj
τ~uj ·~nΓj dS, (4.18)
where ΓD denotes all Dirichlet boundaries out of ∂Ω f \∂Ωj and Γj denotes the Dirichlet
boundaries on ∂Ωj. Therefore, velocity boundary conditions at the outer boundaries
and at the particle interface are treated equally. Note that at this point the actual
coupling between fluid and particle interface takes place. Remember, that uj results
out of solving the NEE with calculated hydrodynamical force and torque.
As it can be seen in (4.9b) a time discretization term has to be added to the right-hand
side of the system:
p(~un
∗
,~un−1
∗
,~v) =− ρ f
∫
Ωn+1f
(2~un∗
∆t
− ~u
n−1∗
2∆t
)
·~v dV. (4.19)
Note that again~un
∗
and~un−1∗ are fluid velocities at time level tn resp. tn−1, extrapolated
using (4.8) onto the new fluid domain Ωn+1f and all quantities, including the test
functions, are evaluated at time level tn+1.
4.3 Cut cell collision model
Introducing collisions in the present solver, a collision model has to be implemented
together with a collision detection approach, which should also work for arbitrary
geometries. In contrast, the collision models in the state of the art section of this chapter
are mainly based on spherical particles, for which the calculation of distances is trivial.
In this section, two collision models will be presented which have been modified in
the cut cell DG context for numerical treatment. Both only take collisions with smooth
surfaces into account. The question how to treat those models in a discrete setting by
using the advantage of cut cells is the main part of this section.
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4.3.1 Momentum conservation and repulsive force
The first model is based on the conservation of momentum of rigid bodies colliding, as
it is described in Section 2.4. However, in the discrete setting both, the particle-particle
and the particle-wall collisions only happen at a certain point in time. To trigger those
collisions, a threshold value ρ1 has been introduced in Section 3.3, which is set to
ρ1 = 1.5 ∼ 2.5hmin, with hmin being the minimal grid distance. This threshold leads
to the fact that there exist two points of collision at each particle surface, naming ~Ci
and ~Cj, see Figure 4.2. Therefore, the particles will not collide for real, meaning ~Ci is
never equal to ~Cj. The collision model will be triggered if the distance dij between two
particle is smaller than ρ1. After colliding, a boolean value for each particle is set to
state the particles already have collided. If the distance between both particles reaches
the threshold value again, the booleans are set to false and the particles are allowed to
collide again.
~Ui
ai
~Xi
~nc
~Xj
~Uj
~Cj
~Ci
Figure 4.2: Eccentric collision zoomed in point of collision.
If there would be no bool if the particles already collided, they would exchange
momentum in each timestep if dij < ρ1. This results in a oscillatory behavior through
to pull and push movements between them and finally leads to non-separating particles
and thus an error in the collision modeling. In addition, at the timestep of particle-
particle collisions the integration of hydrodynamic forces is switched off. This is
needed to avoid large pressure oscillations if the interfaces come very close. With this
exception, the same procedure is carried out for both particle-particle and particle-wall
collisions with momentum conservation.
In addition, a second alternative repulsive force collision model like the one from
Glowinski et al. (2001) and Wan and Turek (2006) is implemented for circular shapes.
For the repulsive force method, (3.2) and (3.3) are modified avoiding overlap to
~Frep = 0 if dij ≥ ρ1 (4.20a)
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~Frep =
1
ep
(~Xi − ~Xj)(ρ1 − dij)2 = if dij ≤ ρ1 (4.20b)
in the case of particle-particle collisions and
~Frep = 0 if d′i > ρ1 (4.21a)
~Frep =
1
ew
(~Xi − ~X′i)(ρ1 − d′i)2 = if ρ1 ≥ d′i ≥ ρ2 (4.21b)
~Frep =
1
e′w
(~Xi − ~X′i)(ρ1 − d′i) if d′i ≤ ρ2 (4.21c)
for particle-wall collisions. Here, again ρ1 = 1.5 ∼ 2.5hmin and ρ1 > ρ2 > 0, meaning
no overlap is present. The stiffness parameters are set to
ep = ew =
ρ1
2
2
and ew′ =
ρ1
2
. (4.22)
In contrast to the conservative collision model, the repulsive force model is smooth
in time. Meaning there is no particular point in time where the particles collide and
no boolean value is needed. Both collision models are compared with results from
literature for the well known draft, kissing and tumbling testcase in Subsection 5.1.5.
4.3.2 Collision detection based on cut cells
As it is mentioned in Section 3.3, it is inefficient to check distances for every possible
particle collision pair. Therefore, a collision detection based on the cut cell approach is
introduced.
The starting point of the collision model is the fact, that every particle immersed in
the fluid already knows its cut cells by evaluating a function representing the shape of
the geometry and therefore geometrical information on the location of the particle is
present. Let KiC = {Ki1C, ..., KinC} be the set of all cut cells representing the i-th particle.
Since for every cell there is also information about cell neighbors, a subset of all cut
cell neighbors KiN of those cells can be created for particle i and j, see Figures 4.3a
and 4.3b. With this, the intersection of both sets can be determined in Figure 4.3c
and saved to a set Kijh . Finally, the neighbors of this intersection cells are collected in a
subset, if they are cut cells. For those cells, which can be seen in Figure 4.3d, a detailed
distance calculation can be performed.
Therefore, the closest distances between two arbitrary shaped particles has to be evalu-
ated. Here, only points which are located on the interface are used and their distance
to each other is calculated. Note, that this can be very computational expensive, if
interface points in all cut cells of particle i are compared with points in all cut cells of
the j-th particle. As already mentioned, in order to minimize the computational cost,
only cut cells of the i-th particle are considered, which are neighbors of the intersection
set Kijh . This method renders to be very efficient for a small number of particles with
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KiC
KiN
(a) Cut and neighbor cells of particle i.
K jC
K jN
(b) Cut and neighbor cells of particle j.
Kijh
(c) Intersection of both Kih and K
j
h.
(d) Cut cells for distance calculation.
Figure 4.3: Collision detection based on cut cells for arbitrary geometry.
arbitrary shape, whereas there exist better methods for large number of circular or
spherical particles, e.g. see Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001).
In Figure 4.4, the determination of interface points for a particular cut cell can be seen.
For each quadrature node in every cut cell of particle i and j the closest point on the
interface is determined and saved. It is important to state, that Figure 4.4 is only a
schematic representation and the number of interface points increases massively with
the quadrature order. Of course, this has an impact on the distance calculation and the
direction of the collision. Therefore, the choice of a sufficient high quadrature order is
important especially for arbitrary shaped particles.
In total, the complete scheme proceeds as follows:
1. Determine cut cells KiC and neighbors of cut cells KiN belonging to the i-th
particle.
2. Take the union of all cut cells and neighboring cells for every i-th particle Kih =
KiC
⋃KiN.
3. For every pair of particles ij in the computational domain, create a set of all cells
Kijh , which are contained in both particle cells K
ij
h = Kih ∩K
j
h.
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Figure 4.4: Determination of interface points inside a cut cell.
4. If Kijh 6= ∅ the distance calculation can be started, otherwise the particles are not
close.
5. For distance calculation, points at the interface on the closest cut cells are com-
pared to yield the shortest distance dij between particle i and j.
6. If dij < ρ1, the collision model is triggered.
For particle-wall collisions the approach is very similar. If a cell of Kih contains a
boundary edge of the computational domain, the distance calculation is triggered. For
distance calculation, points on the interface are compared to vertices at the boundary
edges of all boundary edges in Kih.
4.4 Integration and agglomeration on cut cells
The crucial part about a cut cell immersed boundary method is the accurate and
efficient integration. In the discretization the integrals∮
ΓI
f dS (inner edges between cut cells),∮
Γj
f dS (particle surface),
and ∮
K∩Ω f
f dV (cut cell volumes)
have to be computed numerically on a reference cell K ⊂ RD, where f has to be
sufficiently smooth. For the solver the method of HMF integration proposed by Mu¨ller
et al. (2013) is used. The key point is the construction of HMF rules using the Gauss
theorem ∫
K∩Ω f
∇ · ~f dV−
∮
K∩Γj
~f ·~nΓj dS =
∮
K∩ΓI
~f ·~nΓI dS (4.23)
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for a given vector field ~f . Kummer (2016) introduced a variant of the original HMF
method which does not only use the Gauss theorem but also enforces the Stokes
theorem which reads∮
K∩Γj
κ ~nΓj · ~f − (I −~nΓj ⊗~nΓj) : ∇~f dS = −
∫
ΓI∩Γj
~t · ~f dL, (4.24)
where the integral on the RHS denotes a zero-dimensional point measure over all
points in ΓI ∩ Γj, κ is the curvature of the interface and~t is the outward tangent to Γj.
For numerical integration the integrals
∫ num
(~x,w)
f :=
L
∑
i=1
wi f (~xi) (4.25)
are approximated with weights wi on a set of nodes ~xi. The main idea of this approach
is to compute the least-square solution of the following system in order to get the
weights wΓj and wΩ f for given nodes ~x over particle surfaces Γj and cut cell volumes
Ω f ∩ K: ∫ num
(~x,wΩ f )
∇ · ~f −
∮ num
(~x,wΓj )
~f ·~nΓj =
∮
Γj
~f ·~nΓI dS∮ num
(~x,wΓj )
κ ~nΓj · ~f − (I −~nΓj ⊗~nΓj) : ∇~f dS = −
∫
ΓI∩Γj
~t · ~f dL
∀~f ∈ Pk′(Kh)D
(4.26)
with surface weights wΓj and volume weights wΩ f . Note that for a sufficient high order
quadrature in this work, the relation between polynomial space and quadrature order
is chosen to be k′ = 3k for surface and volume integrals in cells and k′ = 3k + 2 for the
particle surfaces. Further, a final comment on the least-square solution is made: The
method of HMF always leads to under-determined systems and therefore the global
solution with the smallest norm-value is being chosen. Further details and variants of
the HMF can be extracted from the references cited above.
Since cut cells can become arbitrary small a procedure called cell agglomeration is
used to restrict the condition number of the system (Kummer, 2016; Mu¨ller et al.,
2016). Here, all cells containing fluid under a particular threshold value (0 ≤ γ < 1)
are agglomerated to their nearest neighbor. For all calculations in this paper, a cell
agglomeration threshold of γ = 0.2 is used. For a schematic representation of the
cell agglomeration see Figure 4.5. The details of the agglomeration algorithm are not
important in this context, but can be extracted from Kummer (2016).
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter focuses on the method developed in this work. Starting with general
discretization aspects, leading to the question of how boundary conditions at the
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Ω f Ωj
Γj
Kj,c Kj+1,c
Figure 4.5: A small fluid cut cell Kj+1,c is agglomerated to its nearest neighbor Kj,c,
because the agglomeration factor of fluid inside the cut cell is below a
certain threshold of γ = 0.2
particle interfaces are imposed in the cut cell DG framework. Additionally, the time
discretization and coupling technique is described, followed by a presentation of the
HMF integration strategy on cut cells. For flows containing more than one particle,
two possible collision models are presented. In order to detect possible collisions, a
collision detection algorithm based on the relation between cut cells and a distance
calculation at the interface is also presented.
In the Chapter 5, several numerical results are presented. All of them show the ability
of the method to save DoF with a higher-order approach by simultaneously gaining the
same accuracy. Also a comparison of physical quantities between the non-conservative
splitting and conservative moving interface approach is made for the fully coupled
example of a single disk falling in a channel Subsection 5.1.4. Furthermore, although
the method is presented in case of two dimensions, an extension to three dimensional
cases is straightforward and the same ability will be proven in Section 5.3.
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5 Numerical results
In this chapter the presented cut cell DG method for particulate flows is validated
using various test calculations with increasing complexity. During this process several
features are tested separately. Those are always followed by a more complicated test,
which couples them together. A simple draft of the overall procedure can be seen in
Figure 5.1.
Cylinder flow
Rotating
particle
Oscillating
cylinder flow
Single particle
falling
Draft, kissing
and tumbling
Elliptic disk falling
Five particles
falling
Coupling Newton-Euler movement
Non-spherical shapeCollision model
Figure 5.1: Overview of numerical results with increasing complexity discussed within
Chapter 5.
The considerations start with pure immersed boundary calculations in Subsection 5.1.1,
followed by evaluation of the coupling in direction from particle to fluid and vice versa
in Subsection 5.1.2 and Subsection 5.1.3. In Subsection 5.1.4, the first fully coupled test
for a single particle is investigated. All the previous mentioned tests are also part of the
publication from Krause and Kummer (2017). Furthermore, the publication mentioned
above is extended. For this, the proposed cut cell collision models from Section 4.3 are
applied for two falling circular particles in a channel in Subsection 5.1.5. After this,
the shape of the particle in Section 5.2 is modified to an ellipse and other shapes to
show the ability of the method to handle complex geometries. In Subsection 5.2.3, all
features are coupled together by the simulation of five particles falling in fluid. Before
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concluding this chapter, in Section 5.3 the method is extended to three dimensional
problems with non-moving spherical particles to proof the ability of the method for
three dimensions. If not stated otherwise, the splitting approach is used for the time
discretization of moving boundaries.
5.1 Flow around particles with circular shape
First, particles with circular shape are focused. Most methods in literature assume
particles to be spherical. Therefore, the validation of this method is started with the
same assumption. Moreover, hydrodynamic forces are easier integrated and centric
collisions are better handled because the distance between surface and the center of
mass is the same for all surface points.
5.1.1 Flow around a fixed cylinder1
In the beginning, a steady test case for a laminar flow around a fixed cylinder at a
Reynolds number of 20 is analyzed. The test case has benchmark character and was
published by Scha¨fer et al. (1996). The geometry is a channel flow with channel height
H = 0.41 and length L = 2.2. The cylinder is placed at (0.2, 0.2) and has a diameter
of D = 0.1. Figure 5.2 shows the computational domain which was taken from the
reference cited above.
Figure 5.2: Computational domain for cylinder flow taken from Scha¨fer et al. (1996).
The boundary conditions are denoted as follows: At the left wall a velocity inlet
with a parabolic velocity profile of U(y) = 6y(H − y)/H2) and V = 0 is applied. At
the cylinder surface as well as at the upper and lower walls of the channel no-slip
boundary conditions are imposed. As outflow boundary condition a common pressure
outlet is used.
The results of the calculations with three different penalty safety factors µ, see (4.14),
in combination with polynomial degrees k = 1, 2, 3 may be taken from Table 5.1. The
second column describes the polynomial degree of the test functions k, in the third
1Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 4.1)
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one there are the total spatial DoF, followed by CD for drag- and CL for lift-coefficient,
which are denoted through the following equations:
CD =
2FD
ρ f U¯2D
(5.1a)
and
CL =
2FL
ρ f U¯2D
(5.1b)
with FD being the drag force, ρ f being the density of the fluid phase, D being the
diameter of the cylinder and U¯ being the spatially averaged velocity at the inlet. The
deviation of the calculated values from the mean values of Scha¨fer et al. (1996) is also
given in brackets.
Table 5.1: Results for steady flow around a fixed cylinder at Re=20.
µ k DoF CD (± Tol.) CL (± Tol.)
1 1 46 000 5.2644 (+ 5.7 %) 0.0097 (+ 9.4 %)
2 45 000 5.5934 (− 0.2 %) 0.0108 (− 0.9 %)
3 46 000 5.5866 (− 0.1 %) 0.0106 (+ 0.9 %)
2 1 46 000 5.3057 (+ 4.9 %) 0.0093 (+ 13.1 %)
2 45 000 5.6161 (− 0.7 %) 0.0108 (− 0.9 %)
3 46 000 5.5905 (− 0.2 %) 0.0106 (+ 0.9 %)
4 1 46 000 5.2607 (+ 5.7 %) 0.0095 (+ 11.2 %)
2 45 000 5.6760 (− 1.7 %) 0.0108 (− 0.9 %)
3 46 000 5.6049 (− 0.5 %) 0.0107 (± 0.0 %)
3 120 000 5.5851 (− 0.1 %) 0.0108 (− 0.9 %)
Scha¨fer et al. (1996) 5.5800 (± 0.2 %) 0.0107 (± 3 %)
It can be seen, that for the choice of all penalty safety factors better agreement with
the literature is yield if the polynomial degree is increased and background mesh is
coarsened simultaneously. This can also be confirmed by Figure 5.3. Here the mean
value is represented as dashed line and the tolerance of the mean value is shown by
the shaded area.
It should be further mentioned that the penalty has an impact on drag and lift val-
ues especially if the general number of DoF is low for small polynomial degrees k.
In Table 5.1 also one calculation with an increased number of DoF is presented and
literature values are perfectly reached with a penalty safety factor of µ = 4. Those
results can also be seen in Figure 5.3 indicated by black bars.
Next, the testcase is extended to an unsteady solution by increasing Re=100. The
height of the channel is again chosen to H = 0.41 in order to accelerate the beginning
of vortex shedding, because the flow field at the cylinder position results to be slightly
asymmetric.
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(b) Impact of penalty factor on Lift coef.
Figure 5.3: Results of different penalty factors combined with different polynomial
degrees for Reynolds number (Re)=20. The gray area denotes the error
bounds given in the publication of Scha¨fer et al. (1996).
As it can be seen in Table 5.2, different choices of the polynomial degree were tested.
In Table 5.2 (CD)max is the maximum drag, (CL)max the maximum lift coefficient and
St =
fn · D
u
(5.2)
is the Strouhal number (St). In (5.2) fn is the natural shedding frequency and u the
flow velocity.
Table 5.2: Results for unsteady flow around a fixed cylinder at Re=100.
∆t µ k DoF (CD)max (± Tol.) (CL)max (± Tol.) St (± Tol.)
0.05 1 1 46 000 3.1141 (+ 3.6 %) 0.9394 (+ 6.1 %) 0.2941 (+ 2.0 %)
2 45 000 3.1743 (+ 1.7 %) 0.9910 (+ 0.9 %) 0.2985 (+ 0.5 %)
3 46 000 3.2117 (+ 0.6 %) 1.0133 (− 1.3 %) 0.3030 (− 0.1 %)
0.05 2 1 46 000 3.0584 (+ 5.3 %) 0.8343 (+ 16.6 %) 0.2985 (+ 0.5 %)
2 45 000 3.1746 (+ 1.7 %) 0.9814 (+ 1.9 %) 0.2985 (+ 0.5 %)
3 46 000 3.2105 (+ 0.6 %) 1.0126 (− 1.3 %) 0.3030 (− 0.1 %)
0.05 4 1 46 000 3.0596 (+ 5.3 %) 0.8005 (+ 20.1 %) 0.2985 (+ 0.5 %)
2 45 000 3.1871 (+ 1.3 %) 0.9665 (+ 3.4 %) 0.2985 (+ 0.5 %)
3 46 000 3.2091 (+ 0.7 %) 1.0107 (− 1.1 %) 0.3030 (− 0.1 %)
3 120 000 3.2328 (+ 0.1 %) 1.0176 (− 1.8 %) 0.3030 (− 0.1 %)
Scha¨fer et al. (1996) 3.2300 (± 0.3 %) 1.0000 (± 1.0 %) 0.3000 (± 2.0 %)
It can be confirmed again, with a fixed penalty safety factor, increasing the polynomial
degree and keeping the total number of DoF fixed, a much better result is obtained
if it is compared to the benchmark data of Scha¨fer et al. (1996), see also Figure 5.4.
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The cited results were obtained by different academic and commercial codes which all
use a conventional body-fitted grid. Nevertheless, the penalty factor has a particular
influence on drag and lift forces due to the penalization of the values at the particle
surface. In contrast to the calculation at Re=20 the grid refinement only leads to the
drag coefficient which is closer to the literature whereas the lift coefficient is slightly
deteriorated.
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Figure 5.4: Results of different penalty factors combined with different polynomial
degrees for Re=100. The gray area denotes the error bounds given in the
publication of Scha¨fer et al. (1996).
In consequence, those first test cases show the ability of the method to handle a body
immersed in the grid and an accurate integration of the total stresses for obtaining
the hydrodynamic forces. However, these forces are only computed for validation
purposes and the choice of the penalty safety factor has also an influence on the results,
especially if the resolution at the surface is coarse the derived drag and lift values
become very sensitive. In the following, all calculations are performed with a penalty
safety factor of µ = 4 due to the recommendation made by Kummer (2016) in order to
reach stability of the scheme.
5.1.2 Flow around a transversally oscillating cylinder2
In this test case the flow around a cylinder oscillating in a free stream is investigated.
The motion is prescribed by a given function ~Xc = (xc(t), yc(t)). The total motion can
be considered as a free flow with a superimposed oscillating flow part. The oscillating
flow field is induced by
ρ f
d~uc
dt
= −∇p in Ω f , (5.3)
2Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 4.2)
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with ~uc being the time dependent oscillation velocity.
As a result of this summation, the force ~Fj acting on the cylinder has contributions from
the force ~FFL resulting from the free flow and the Froude-Krylov force ~FFK resulting
from the unsteady pressure field generated by the oscillations, see (5.4). In order to
compare our lift coefficient with literature values, where the cylinder is fixed and the
velocity boundary conditions are oscillating, the total hydrodynamic force, which is
calculated by solving (2.8a), ~FFK has to be subtracted. This technique is well-known
and was used by Meneghini and Bearman (1995).
~Fj = ~FFL + ~FFK, (5.4)
where
~FFK = −
∫
∂Ωj
p ·~n ds Gauss= −
∫
Ωj
∇p dV (5.3)= ρ f
∫
Ωj
d~uc
dt
dV
= ρ f Vj
d2~Xc
dt2
.
(5.5)
The geometrical data of this test case was first described by Lai and Peskin (2000) and
later used by Uhlmann (2005). A cylinder with a diameter of d = 0.3 is placed at
the origin of the computational domain Ω = [−1.85, 6.15]× [−4, 4]. At x = −1.85 a
velocity inlet condition with a uniform free stream velocity of ~u = (1, 0) is imposed.
A pressure outlet condition for all three other outer boundaries is used. The cylinder
surface is treated by using velocity boundary conditions of the oscillating motion
and Re = 185. Furthermore, the cylinder is forced to oscillate only in y-direction by
describing its position using the function
yc(t) = 0.2 d cos(2pi f f t), (5.6)
with d being the diameter of the cylinder and f f being 0.8 times the natural shedding
frequency fn at Re = 185 in case of a non-oscillating cylinder. The domain is discretized
using a mesh with hanging nodes in order to obtain a fine resolution near the cylinder
surface without increasing the total number of DoF massively. In order to keep the
total number of DoF fixed for different polynomial degrees three meshes are created.
The coarsest background mesh for the calculation using a polynomial degree of 3 for
velocity and 2 for pressure can be seen in Figure 5.5.
Results of these calculations can be seen in Table 5.3. Here the mean drag coefficient
CD, the amplitude of the drag coefficient C
′
D and the root-mean-square value of the
lift coefficient (CL)rms are compared with calculations of Uhlmann (2005) (immersed
boundary method) and Lu and Dalton (1996) (body-fitted grid). Additionally, Uhlmann
(2005) implemented in his work the forcing scheme of Kajishima and Takiguchi (2002).
It can be seen, that the results are in good agreement with those calculations taken
from literature. The best agreement is yield if the results are compared to those with
the forcing scheme of Kajishima et al. (2001), Kajishima and Takiguchi (2002). In their
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Figure 5.5: Background mesh at t = t0 for calculation with polynomial degree of k = 3.
For the finest cells around the cylinder a resolution of d/h=5, with d being
the cylinder diameter.
Table 5.3: Results for unsteady flow around an oscillating cylinder at Re=185 with
∆t = 0.1 for CD and CL.
Method k DoF CD C
′
D (CL)rms
Cut Cell DG 1 61 000 1.24 ±0.067 0.247
2 55 000 1.27 ±0.057 0.235
3 47 000 1.26 ±0.078 0.225
Uhlmann (2005) 1.380 ±0.063 0.176
Uhlmann (2005) with
Kajishima and Takiguchi (2002) forcing 1.282 ±0.088 0.223
Lu and Dalton (1996) 1.25 0.18
work they use a volume integration over the so-called interacting force which is a
linear interpolation between the fluid velocity and the particle velocity, also including
cells which are cut by the interface using a volume fraction approach.
In contrast to the observation made by Uhlmann (2005) using the method of Kajishima
et al. (2001) strong oscillations cannot be observed in the drag hysteresis like in the
publication of Uhlmann. The drag hysteresis of the calculation, using a polynomial
degree of k = 3 and a timestep of ∆t = 0.1, can be seen in Figure 5.6. This is probably
because a coarser background mesh discretization is used with a high polynomial
degree, naming d/h = 5 for k = 3 in comparison with Uhlmann d/h = 38.4, where
h is the mesh width. Also the use of an implicit time stepping scheme and a larger
timestep, i.e. 64 timesteps per cylinder oscillation, certainly has an influence.
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Nevertheless, the rms-value of the lift coefficient is predicted much higher than in
the reference calculation of Lu and Dalton (1996). This is finding is not observed by
the immersed boundary method of Uhlmann. To sum up, the best agreement with
literature values can be obtained using a small amount of DoF at a higher-order DG
approximation. Therefore, the solver is able to handle fixed motion within the grid
accurately.
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Figure 5.6: Drag hysteresis for one cylinder oscillation.
5.1.3 One rotating particle in a Couette flow3
The coupling between cylinder and fluid is first tested in a fixed domain environment
which was described by Wan and Turek (2006). Therefore, a particle is placed between
two walls, which move in opposite directions with a velocity vy = 0.02 and vy = −0.02,
creating a linear shear flow in between the walls. The channel height is H = 6, its
width is W = 4 and the particle center is placed at position ~X = [2, 3]. Top and bottom
of the computational domain are bounded by using periodic boundary conditions in
y-direction. The density of the particle and the fluid are chosen equally to ρ f = ρp = 1.
The viscosity of the fluid is denoted by µ f = 0.01.
The particle is fixed but can rotate around its center according to the resulting torque
from the hydrodynamical forces. Initially, the particle as well as the fluid are at rest. If
the radius of the particle is small enough the angular velocity of the particle should
be close to Up = 0.005 according to the vorticity field in the linear shear flow while
reaching the steady state solution much faster with decreasing radius R. Different
particle radii are used and the terminal angular velocity is computed. At the same
time a polynomial degree of k = 3 for velocity is used and a time step size of ∆t = 1
3Modified version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 4.3)
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(a) R=1.0 (b) R=0.4 (c) R=0.2
Figure 5.7: Velocity magnitude in the steady state for different radii with background
mesh.
for R = 1, ∆t = 0.5 for R = 0.4 and ∆t = 0.25 for R = 2. In total the system for the
smallest radius has around 25 000 DoF in space, whereas Wan and Turek (2006) use
710 000 DoF. The values obtained are compared with the results of Wan and Turek
(2006) in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Results of a particle in shear flow.
Particle radius R Terminal angular velocity ωj
Cut Cell DG Wan and Turek (2006)
1 0.0042972 0.0043148
0.4 0.0049177 0.0048697
0.2 0.0049488 0.0049584
It can be seen that our results are in good agreement with the reference cited, however
there is only one literature source for this type of flow. Those results also have never
been compared to experiments. Therefore, Table 5.4 only compares both results. Nev-
ertheless, the predicted physical behavior of the increasing terminal angular velocity
with shrinking diameter has been shown. A plot of the velocity magnitude and the
background mesh for all three calculations can be seen in Figure 5.7. In addition, the
angular velocity over time is plotted in Figure 5.8 to show the second prediction of
less time needed to reach the steady state with decreasing radius. Thus, it can be seen
that the smaller the diameter the faster the terminal angular velocity of the particle is
reached.
A modification of the present test case is also used to carry out a mesh size convergence
study. The particle radius is chosen to be R = 1 and the coupling is turned off, such
that a no slip boundary condition is imposed at the particle surface. Therefore, a
steady solution in time is obtained again. For each polynomial degree k for velocity
and k′ = k− 1 for pressure a reference solution is calculated by using a very fine grid.
Then four calculations for each polynomial degree were carried out and the L2-Error
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Figure 5.8: Angular velocity of particle with different radii over time.
in comparison with the aforementioned reference solution is determined. In Figure 5.9
the convergence behavior can be seen. Expected decreasing functions can be observed
with the exception of the coarsest mesh for the pressure at polynomial degree of k = 1.
This is due to the fact that for the calculation mentioned above the mesh is under
resolved.
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Figure 5.9: hp-convergence for velocity and pressure. For each polynomial degree the
ideal slope is shown.
An experimental order of convergence (EOC) of k + 1 for velocity and k for pressure
is expected. Because of the under resolved calculations for the coarsest mesh size it
was neglected in determining the EOC in Table 5.5. All in all, good agreement with
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the expectations can be seen and therefore, the reliability of the method in terms of
hp-refinement is proven.
Table 5.5: Experimental order of h-convergence.
k/k′ EOC velocity EOC pressure
1/0 1.4 1.3
2/1 3.3 1.9
3/2 4.0 2.8
5.1.4 Single particle falling in incompressible fluid4
The next test case is calculated in order to proof the ability of the solver to handle
coupled particle motion within a fluid with moving domains. Therefore, a single disk
falling in an incompressible fluid due to gravity force is chosen. This test was studied
by Wan and Turek (2006).
The dimensions of the computational domain are W = 2 and H = 6 and the particle
with diameter of d = 0.25 is centered at Xp = (1, 4) at time t = t0. The density ratio of
the particle and fluid is denoted with
ρj
ρ f
= 1.25. For validation purposes the particle
Reynolds number is calculated every timestep using Rep = |~U| · d · ρj/ν, with ~U
being the particle velocity. Again, calculations have been conducted for three different
polynomial degrees, keeping the total number of DoF almost fixed. The background
mesh for the calculation with k = 3 can be seen in Figure 5.10 at initial time. The mesh
is equidistant in the whole computational domain and the resolution is around four
cells in direction of the particle diameter.
Table 5.6: Results single particle falling in incompressible fluid.
Method ∆t k DoF max Rep
Cut Cell DG 10−3 1 73 000 18.95
10−3 2 72 000 17.18
10−3 3 70 500 17.00
Wan and Turek (2006) 139 000 17.42
354 000 17.15
Glowinski et al. (2001) 7.5 x 10−4 1 768 000 17.31
Table 5.6 shows results of the calculations. Here, a decrease of particle Reynolds
number can be observed if the polynomial degree is increased. Thus, the drag force
acting on the particle is underestimated with a low order approximation and the
particle speed increases. The same observation has been made by Wan and Turek
(2006). Additionally the results are compared to Glowinski et al. (2001), who use a
4Modified and extended version of (Krause and Kummer (2017), Section 4.4)
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Figure 5.10: Background mesh at t = t0 for calculation with polynomial degree of
k = 3.
implicit immersed boundary approach with lagrange multipliers. In summary, using
an explicit coupling approach yields a smaller particle Reynolds number than using
implicit coupling. However, the total falling velocity appears to be in a similar range
as the results from the references cited above. Again, better results can be obtained by
increasing the polynomial degree and keeping the total DoF constant, which confirms
the accuracy also for coupled motion.
In Figure 5.11 the particle position and the particle Reynolds number are plotted over
time. The crosses indicate the termination time of the calculation when the particle
comes too close to the lower wall and the simulation was stopped, because no collision
model was implemented at that point. It can be observed, that the finer the background
mesh the earlier the simulation has to stop. This is because the falling velocity of the
particle at lower higher polynomial degrees decreases or in other words: The particle
reaches the bottom of the domain faster, if a low polynomial degree is used.
For conducting a convergence study in time the timespan from release of the disk until
t = 0.02 was used and divided by an increasing number of time steps, starting by
choosing two. Also the same configuration as for the setting with a polynomial degree
of three was being used. For each calculation the number of time steps were divided
by 2 and a reference solution was calculated by using 256 time steps. The L2-Error for
velocity can be seen in Figure 5.12.
As it is well known, because of the Lie-splitting approach, the current method renders
to be only first order in time. Resulting out of this reason, the expected EOC can be
confirmed by Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Results of a single disk falling in incompressible fluid.
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Figure 5.12: t-convergence of Lie-splitting.
Splitting vs. moving interface approach
However, an alternative approach which does not restrict the method to be first order
in time will be considered in the following. Thus, this testcase is also considered to
compare the splitting of our method with the moving interface approach by Kummer
et al. (2017). In this approach the authors combine the advantages of splitting and
space-time methods for time discretization. The main idea is to evaluate nuermical
fluxel on a moving interface frame by using a cell agglomeration strategy in time like it
was shortly described in Chapter 4. Please note that this part extends the information
which were given in the original publication of Krause and Kummer (2017).
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As already mentioned, the splitting approach renders to be first order in time only.
Therefore, the moving interface approach is a promising alternative if similar physical
key values can be obtained in reasonable time.
At first, a refined setting is introduced rendering the total number of DoF to around
140 000. This means, if the polynomial degree is increased the grid is coarsened until
almost the same DoF are reached. Results of those calculations using splitting and
moving interface approaches using a fixed time step size can be seen in Table 5.7.
For splitting, a high-order approximation in space leads to better convergence to the
literature values whereas for the moving interface approach a convergence cannot
be observed. For k = 1 the moving interface approach performs better than the
splitting, possibly because it also takes effect during the interface movement into
account. However, this cannot be confirmed for second and third order polynomials.
An explanation for this effect can be found in Kummer et al. (2017). Here, it is stated that
evaluating a specific time-volume integral requires a polynomial degree for temporal
discretization of order 2k. As a result, for k = 1 a backward differencing formula (BDF)-
scheme of at least second order is needed, which is obviously fulfilled by using
backward differencing formula of second order (BDF-2). However, implicit methods
like BDF are unstable for orders beyond 4 and thus the ”temporal mesh” has to be
refined by decreasing the time step size.
Table 5.7: Results splitting vs. moving interface in a refined setting.
Method ∆t k DoF max Rep
Cut Cell DG (Splitting) 10−3 1 149 000 19.27
10−3 2 147 000 17.53
10−3 3 146 000 17.40
Cut Cell DG (Moving Interface) 10−3 1 149 000 19.17
10−3 2 147 000 17.80
10−3 3 146 000 23.32
Wan and Turek (2006) 139 000 17.42
354 000 17.15
Glowinski et al. (2001) 7.5 x 10−4 1 768 000 17.31
In Table 5.8 this was done for the case of k = 3 and both approaches. The time step is
decreased in two steps by a factor of 5 each time. Time convergence of the splitting
technique is almost already reached for the time step size of ∆t = 10−3. In contrast, the
time error for the moving interface approach is high for the largest time step. However,
by decreasing the time step size calculations using the moving interface approach also
converge to the same value for particle Re of Rep = 17.42.
To conclude, a time discretization with the moving interface approach requires a fine
time resolution to reach the same results.
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Table 5.8: Dependency of moving domain approaches on time accuracy.
Method ∆t k DoF max Rep
Cut Cell DG (Splitting) 10−3 3 146 000 17.40
5 · 10−4 3 146 000 17.42
10−4 3 146 000 17.42
Cut Cell DG (Moving Interface) 10−3 3 146 000 23.32
5 · 10−4 3 146 000 17.72
10−4 3 146 000 17.42
5.1.5 Draft, kissing and tumbling of two circular particles
The complete model including collisions will be evaluated in a two-dimensional
setting containing two particles falling in an incompressible fluid. The case has also
been evaluated by Glowinski (2003) and Wan and Turek (2006) with their immersed
boundary methods.
In Fortes et al. (1987) it was shown, that two disks dropped close to each other undergo
draft, kissing and tumbling effects. First, the upper disk approaches the lower one
because the effect of hydrodynamical force is significantly smaller for the upper disk
(draft). Second, at a certain point in time they collide (kissing) and fall packed together
until tumbling occurs, meaning the flow configuration of two objects falling in a row is
unstable and they will separate from each other (tumble). Because of all these effects
this test is well suited to evaluate the complete model.
The dimension of the computational domain is Ω = (−1, 1) × (0, 8) and the radii
of both particles are set to R0 = R1 = 0.1. The viscosity and density of the fluid
are set to µ f = 0.01 and ρ f = 1.0. The particles with density ρp1 = ρp2 = 1.01 are
slightly heavier than the surrounding fluid. Initially the particles are at rest with
Up1 = Up2 = (0, 0) and ωp1 = ωp2 = 0 at positions Xp1 = (0, 7.2) and Xp2 = (0, 6.8).
An adaptive refinement strategy is used to refine the mesh at the particle interface in
order to resolve the hydrodynamical forces accurately. The walls are assumed to be
fully plastic (e = 0.0) in order to prevent bouncing. Please note in the following the
upper particle is denoted with particle 1 and the lower with particle 2.
An overview over the behavior of the two disks can be found in Figure 5.13. The
velocity magnitude for different times is plotted to get an insight into this numerical
test. In this figure, all important points in time during the calculation are plotted.
At t = 1.13 the particles ’kiss’ each other until they begin to tumble at t = 1.74.
Subsequently, they separate at t = 1.93 leading particle 2 almost touching the left wall.
Finally, at t = 5.94 and t = 7.37 both particles hit the bottom wall.
At first, the two collision models described in Section 4.3 will be compared to each
other. In the following those two models are abbreviated as follows: (i) Momentum
conservation model = Mom ; (ii) Repulsive force model = Rep, see Section 4.3. For
comparison, a setting of 3600 cells (54 000 DoF) with a polynomial degree of k = 2
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(a) t=0.0 (b) t=1.13 (c) t=1.74 (d) t=1.93 (e) t=3.10 (f) t=4.49 (g) t=5.94 (h) t=7.37
Figure 5.13: Velocity magnitude at different times t. The effects of draft, kissing and
tumbling can be observed. Here the collision model based on the momen-
tum exchange is used.
is chosen. Note, that an adaptive mesh refinement is also being used for refinement
at the particle surfaces. In Figure 5.14 the positions of both particles over time are
plotted. Each plot contains the position of particle 1 and particle 2 for both collision
models. In the y-position plot the moment of collision with the bottom wall can be
seen. By using the repulsive force model, particle 1 collides with the bottom at t = 5.64
whereas with the conservation of momentum model the collision takes place slightly
later (t = 5.78). The same behavior can also be confirmed for the second particle
which collides again first (t = 6.94) with the usage of the repulsive force model in
contrast to t = 7.00. Moreover, it can be seen that the particle-particle collision with the
momentum conservation model leads to an earlier acceleration in positive x-direction.
However, both models are in very good agreement with the behavior described by Wan
and Turek (2006) until the bottom wall is being hit. After the impact, the repulsive force
model for particle-wall collision follows a different behavior including re-bouncing.
Nevertheless, since both models are in good agreement the model based on momentum
conservation will be used in all following calculations.
For comparing values with the work of Wan and Turek (2006), the mesh is further
refined to 6400 cells (96 000 DoF). Again x- and y-position over time are plotted in
Figure 5.15. The refined mesh is denoted with subscript ’h’. The general behavior
of both calculations is the same: All effects in this test can be identified for both
calculations. However, it can easily be seen that the refined mesh leads to a significant
later occurrence of the tumbling effect. As a result both particles hit the bottom
wall later, because they are not further accelerated until the tumbling occurs. The
sensitiveness of small perturbations for the x-direction in which the tumbling takes
place is confirmed by the plot of the x-position over time. Here tumbling occurs
in negative x-direction for the refined mesh in contrast to the previous investigated
resolution.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of collision models with k = 2 for the trajectories of both
particles.
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Figure 5.15: Behavior under h-refinement for conservation model with k = 2. The
refined mesh is denoted with ’h’ for both particles.
All physical effects of this test can be observed. In a next step, the results are compared
with literature. In Table 5.9 the points in time where those effects occur are compared
with those of Wan and Turek (2006) using a repulsive force collision model. There
exist no exact definition for tumbling and separation whereas for particle-particle and
particle-wall collisions, the exact time when the collision model is triggered can be
used. Thus, for tumbling and separation the plots of the given literature are used to
determine the time.
The ’kissing’ is in very good agreement with the given literature, however the tumbling
and separation occurs later (∆t ≈ 0.2 ). This leads to the fact that all other effects during
the calculation occur earlier than in comparison with the cited literature. However,
since Wan and Turek (2006) also compare their results only qualitatively with other
works it can be stated that the presented method leads to slightly different behavior.
In a qualitative perspective it is in very good agreement.
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Table 5.9: Points in time where collision effects occur for the calculation of the refined
mesh in Figure 5.15.
Effect Cut Cell DG Wan and Turek (2006)
Kiss 1.13 1.13
Tumble 1.74 1.53
Separate 1.93 1.73
P1 hits bottom 5.94 6.23
P2 hits bottom 7.37 7.57
5.2 Particles with non-circular shape
Next, the presented solver is extended to particles with non-spherical shape. Meaning
that for the calculation of hydrodynamical force and torque the distance between a
quadrature node and the center of mass has to be accounted. In addition, the collision
model based on momentum conservation is tested for eccentric collisions. Those lead
to larger rotational effects after collision.
5.2.1 Elliptic disk falling with various initial angle
The solver will be evaluated for non-spherical shaped particles, e.g. an ellipse falling
in an incompressible fluid. This test is a self-made benchmark for both, calculation of
hydrodynamical forces and torque as well as evaluation of the particle-wall collision.
In detail, the calculation of hydrodynamical force and torques has to represent the real
physical behavior of an ellipse. Therefore, a non-constant distance between the particle
surface and the center of mass as well as rotation of the particle comes into play. For
this, a channel has been set up with Ω = (−1.5, 1.5)x(0, 4) where both, the fluid and
the ellipse are initially at rest. The densities are ρ f = 1.0 for the fluid and ρp = 10.0 for
the ellipse to show the stability of the method for a higher density ratio. The viscosity
is chosen to be µ = 0.1. The gravity constant is chosen to be g = −9.81. Further, the
shape parameters are chosen to be a = 0.3 and b = 0.1. The ellipse is placed at position
~Xp = (0, 3) and is initially at rest. The particle-wall collision is assumed to be inelastic
with e = 0.5.
In the following calculations the polynomial degree k and the starting angle of the
ellipse is varied. In Figure 5.16, the starting positions of all three different settings can
be seen. All settings are presented in Table 5.10. It can be seen that for all settings an
adaptive mesh refinement strategy is used to better resolve the ellipsoidal boundary
for the wall collision which occurs during the simulation. This is easy to realize by
using the DG method. An equidistant grid is used with 60 times 80 cells. Along the
disk boundary the mesh is refined in two levels using a 2:1 ratio to the next level.
The same mesh is used for all calculations, however the total number of DoF increase
because of the different polynomial degrees used.
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(a) θ0 = 0◦ (b) θ0 = 45◦ (c) θ0 = 90◦
Figure 5.16: Different starting angles of an elliptic disk falling in incompressible fluid.
Table 5.10: Setting for falling elliptic disk.
k DoF at t0 Adaptive Mesh
1 33 600 yes
2 72 000 yes
3 124 800 yes
The values for x-position, y-position, x-velocity and y-velocity are plotted over time and
compared for different polynomial degrees k, leading to increasing spatial resolution.
All calculations will be also carried out after the ellipse collided with the bottom wall
until a termination time tend = 2.0 is reached. For all collisions the model based on the
conservation of momentum is being used.
Elliptic disk with 0◦
At first, the disk is placed with a starting angle of θp = 0◦ in the channel. Of course,
this starting angle is expected to result in the slowest possible falling velocity, not
depending on spatial resolution. In Figure 5.17 the results can be seen. It is clearly
notable that all quantities coincide perfectly for the free-fall part. In all calculations the
ellipse is falling with the same speed and no distraction in x-direction. In detail, this
means that the ellipse is not tilted during its falling process. Right before reaching the
wall, the ellipse is slowing down due to the presence of the bottom-wall. The ellipse is
slowed down due to hydrodynamical forces such that the collision model is first active
at tcol = 1.77.
The behavior of the elliptic disk after collision differs slightly. For a polynomial degree
of k = 3, a small velocity in x-direction occurs after the collision model is triggered.
However, reaching and staying in a position of rest is also the most challenging part
for a collision model. This is due to the equilibrium state between gravitational forces
and collision forces acting from the wall unto the elliptic disk. As the sign of the
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(d) y-velocity over time.
Figure 5.17: Results of an ellipse falling with θ0 = 0◦.
momentum is changed in every timestep, an ”oscillatory” equilibrium state has to be
kept by the collision model.
The comparison of all calculations leads to the conclusion, that those instabilities can
be damped by choosing a low polynomial degree, leading to ’stable’ position of rest.
Therefore, for high-order calculations the presented collision model has to be improved.
Nonetheless, a general prediction of the point of collision and the falling trajectories
during the free fall process is not sensitive to spatial resolution.
Elliptic disk with 45◦
In the next case, the elliptic disk is tilted 45◦. The simulations are carried out with the
same spatial resolutions. It can be predicted that a tilted disk will gain an acceleration
in x-direction due to hydrodynamical forces. In Figure 5.18, it can be seen that for all
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resolutions the acceleration in horizontal direction is present. In addition, the time of
collision is identical for all polynomial degrees and can be denoted with tcol = 1.14.
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Figure 5.18: Results of an elliptic disk falling with θ0 = 45◦.
However, in contrast to the first setting with θ0 = 0◦, some differences between resolu-
tions occur. First, it will be focused on the free falling part of the calculation for t < tcol.
The vertical positions and velocities coincide quite well between all simulations. For
the x-Position it can be seen, that for the coarsest spatial resolution an overprediction
in hydrodynamical force takes place. Therefore, the ellipse is accelerated more in
x-direction than for k = 2 and k = 3.
Lastly, the x-position and velocity differs much depending on resolution. For k = 1 the
x-Position at t = 2.0 renders to be close to x = −0.6 whereas for both other calculations
the position of rest is at x = −0.71. The aforementioned overprediction of x-Velocity
leads to a different behavior after collision as well. Here, the convergence of k = 2 and
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k = 3 to a position of rest can be seen, whereas the calculation for k = 1 still moves in
positive x-direction.
Elliptic disk with 90◦
In the last variation of the current problem, the elliptic disk is tilted by 90◦. This leads
to the fastest falling velocity. Therefore, a collision time which is smaller than in the
calculations with angles of 0◦ and 45◦ can be expected. Results of this calculation can
be seen in Figure 5.19. Here, the collision time can be denoted with tcol = 1.06 for a
first collision and with t2ndcol = 1.55 for a second collision. Nonetheless, until the time
of the first collision large agreement for the free-falling part can be yield. Only the
velocity in vertical direction differs slightly at k = 1 but has almost no impact on the
collision time.
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Figure 5.19: Results of an elliptic disk with θ0 = 90◦.
After colliding the elliptic disk increase velocity in x-direction for all three cases. This
results from a normal collision vector which is not exactly ~n = {0, 1}. Resulting out
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of this, the acceleration in the opposite x-direction for k = 3 occurs. However, if the
x-position and x-velocity is mirrored at x = 0, resp. Ux = 0, almost no difference
between k = 2 and k = 3 can be seen. Therefore, a convergence can be observed.
For t > t2ndcol, the most significant difference is the already mentioned velocity increase
after the second collision. For k = 1 and k = 3 the velocity at t = 2.0 is far from rest.
This means, that the ellipse is still moving in x-direction whereas in y-direction it is
almost at rest. This happens due to different turns in orientation leading to increasing
hydrodynamical forces in horizontal direction. However, convergence in y-position
and y-direction can be seen for all investigated cases.
All in all, the current test shows the ability of the method to predict the falling behavior
even for coarse sparse resolutions. However, as soon as strong antisymmetric hydro-
dynamical effects and collisions come into play, a fine resolution at the interface for
integration and collision determination is required. It also shows the big challenge of
reaching convergence for a numerical scheme of collisions which is very sensitive to
fluctuations in hydrodynamical forces and collision direction calculation.
5.2.2 Dry collisions of multiple particles
In this test, the cut cell collision model based on conservation of momentum presented
in Section 4.3 is evaluated for different particle shapes. The current shapes are extended
to a squircle, a bean and a hippopede. Those three different shapes also have concave
boundaries and thus collision detection and closest point finding are more complicated.
Additionally, this is the first numerical test where various eccentric collisions come
into play.
Please note, that this test is performed in a ’dry’ environment, which means only rigid
body motion is applied without fluid. Leading to only solving NEE. Of course, this
leads to a simple test of collision detection and collision model without incorporating
the complete two-way coupling.
Table 5.11: Initial particle settings for collision test.
Shape ~X0 θ0 ~U0 ω0
Disk {−0.6, 0.3} −90◦ {0, 0} 0
Ellipse {−1.2, 0.9} 90◦ {−5, 0} −10
Squircle {−1.0, 1.0} −20◦ {−5,−5} 0
Bean {−1.0,−1.0} −20◦ {−5, 5} −10
Hippopede {−0.21,−0.5} −45◦ {−5, 0} 0
In Table 5.11, the starting positions and velocities for all particles can be seen. This table
is useful for understanding the sequence presented in Figure 5.20. Different starting
angles and starting velocities have been used in order to apply an initial momentum
to the whole system. During the progress of the calculation various different collisions
of particles and particles with walls occur. This is important because in case of an
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(a) t=0.0 (b) t=0.1 (c) t=0.2 (d) t=0.3 (e) t=0.4
(f) t=0.5 (g) t=0.6 (h) t=0.7 (i) t=0.8 (j) t=0.9
Figure 5.20: View on the collision test at different points in time. Collisions take place
in a ’dry’ environment, meaning no fluid flow is present.
overlap, the simulation will break down due to the representation of the particles using
a characteristic function.
Besides testing the particle-particle and particle-wall collision model for robustness,
total momentum and kinetic energy in the system are also tracked. The kinetic energy
is determined throughout the computation using (5.7). As already mentioned, mo-
mentum conservation is only maintained during particle-particle collisions whereas
conservation of kinetic energy is fulfilled for every collision scenario.
Ekin =
1
2
Mj|~Uj|2 + 12 Ijω
2
j (5.7)
This test shows the method to be robust for several possible collision configurations.
Further, the total kinetic energy is constant during this test. Of course, the collision
model is conservative by construction but this shows its correct implementation. Note
that exact trajectories of those particles will not be plotted because it is not suitable to
have benchmark character and is only presented through reasons of completeness in
this thesis.
5.2.3 Five particles of different shape falling in fluid
This test is chosen to show the ability of the overall method coupling all presented
features together. The numerical result is considered as a proof of concept for the
presented work to simulate particles with various shapes, two-way coupling and
particle-particle as well as particle-wall collisions.
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Here, all collisions are assumed to be fully elastic (e = 1.0). The density of all particles
is denoted with ρp = 3.0 whereas the density of the fluid is ρ f = 1.0. The particles are
accelerated due to gravity with g = −98.0. The starting positions and angles can be
seen in Table 5.12. Thus, all particles are placed randomly in the very upper part of
the vertical channel. For this calculation a mesh containing 1800 cells (12600 DoF) is
used together with an adaptive mesh refinement strategy at the particle surfaces. The
polynomial degree of k = 1 is used for velocity. As already mentioned this is a proof of
concept with a stable setting. For high order settings with different shaped particles an
adaptive time step strategy is needed if particles come to close.
Table 5.12: Initial particle settings for five particles falling.
Shape ~X0 θ0
Disk {−0.2, 7.5} 0◦
large Disk {−0.5, 7.2} 0◦
Ellipse {0.2, 7.3} 30◦
Squircle {−0.2, 6.95} −20◦
large Squircle {0.2, 6.5} −45◦
(a) t=0.0 (b) t=0.26 (c) t=0.38 (d) t=0.52 (e) t=0.63 (f) t=0.77 (g) t=0.93 (h) t=1.02
Figure 5.21: Velocity magnitude of particles with different shapes falling in incom-
pressible fluid.
In Figure 5.21, the positions of all particles can be seen at different time. In addition,
the overall velocity magnitude is indicated by coloring. All particles accelerate due to
gravity and several collisions take place. Clearly notable is the collision of the ellipse
with the large disk right before t = 0.38 and the collision of the ellipse with the right
wall before t = 0.63. In addition, the draft, kissing and tumbling effect can be observed
for both squircles (0.52 < t < 0.77). In the end, the large squircle collides with the
bottom wall at t = 1.02. Here, a significant increase in velocity magnitude is clearly
notable because of the flow is accelerated in the small gap between particle surface
and wall.
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5.3 Extension to three dimensions
Lastly, the method is extended to three dimensional calculations. However, only
immersed boundary settings for sphere flows were taken into account to show the
general ability of the main part (cut cell DG) to work for three dimensional calculations
as well.
5.3.1 Stationary flow around a sphere
In real applications three dimensional particulate flows are required. In order to
evaluate the cut cell DG method for three dimensional flows, a simple flow around a
stationary sphere is considered.
The dimensions of the domain areΩ = [−10, 30]× [−10, 10]× [−10, 10]. A sphere with
radius R = 5 is immersed in the domain at center position of [0,0,0]. The boundary and
initial conditions for this testcase can extracted from (5.8) already for a time dependent
problem. Hanging nodes are used to refine the grid at the sphere surface such that in
total 400 000 DoF have to be solved in the coupled equation system.

~uD = 1 on ΓD = {(x, y, z, t) ∈ R4; x = −10}
pD = 0 on ∂Ω\ΓD = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3}
~u0 = {1, 0, 0} in Ω = (−10, 30)× (−10, 10)× (−10, 10) for t = t0
(5.8)
The flow is evaluated at Re=100, which renders the flow field to be stationary. The
results of the evaluated drag coefficient can be seen in Table 5.13. The accuracy is
increased with polynomial degree and is closer to the immersed boundary results of
Mittal (1999) than to those of Fadlun et al. (2000).
Figure 5.22: Velocity magnitude and streamlines of a sphere flow with Re=100.
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Table 5.13: Results of a sphere flow at Re=100.
Method k DoF CD
Cut Cell DG 1 400 000 1.0004
2 400 000 1.1051
Fadlun et al. (2000) 1.0794
Mittal (1999) 1.0900
Although the blocking ratio between the sphere and the domain boundary is not
optimal, meaning the possible influence of the boundary condition on the physical
quantities because of small distance, the results obtained are in good agreement.
Therefore, this also renders the method to be of high potential in three dimensions.
5.3.2 Transient flow around a sphere
As the aforementioned calculation was carried out in a stationary setting, a transient
sphere flow at Re = 700 is investigated in the following. Here, the simulation is
carried out in the same setting but a timestep size of ∆t = 0.1 is being chosen. The
temporal accuracy of our timestepping scheme and the choice of the timestep also play
an important role.
Table 5.14: Results of a sphere flow at Re=700.
Method ∆t k DoF CD
Cut Cell DG 0.1 2 400 000 0.5445
Campregher et al. (2009) 0.5050
Morsi and Alexander (1972) 0.5000
In Table 5.14 it can be seen that the mean drag difference between our method and
the literature has become larger. As a reason the spatial resolution of the mesh is too
coarse to get valuable results, specially at the boundary layer. Unfortunatly this is due
to computational efficiency of the method. Nevertheless the key point to draw here is
that time dependent three dimensional calculations are possible in general by applying
the proposed method.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter contains various numerical tests for validating the method introduced in
Chapter 4. The presented computations are built on increasing complexity including
more and more difficulties like coupling, motion, collisions or non-spherical particle
shapes. Those challenges are always validated separately until a more advanced test
couples two features together. This procedure is followed throughout this chapter.
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First, the IBM method is tested with simple cylinder flows. Then, the two-way coupling
using the calculation of hydrodynamic forces and the imposition of boundary condi-
tions at the particle surfaces are validated using a rotating particle in shear flow. Here,
the high-order spatial convergence of O(hk+1) is also shown. For moving domains the
whole method renders to be of O(∆t + hk+1) because of Lie-splitting.
Those computations are followed by investigating draft, kissing and tumbling effects
of two interacting particles in a flow field. This test is also used to compare the collision
models based on repulsive force and momentum conservation. Both results are almost
the same, such that for further calculations the momentum conservation model is used.
Qualitative good agreement with the work of Wan and Turek (2006) is obtained as
well.
The calculation of hydrodynamic forces and torque as well as eccentric collisions are
validated considering a falling ellipse with different angle and a ’dry’ collision of
particles with various non-sperical shapes. In a next step, all parts are coupled together
such that the ability of the solver to compute interactions between particles of different
shape is proven.
In the end, the method is validated for the three dimensional calculation of steady and
transient sphere flow with only partly satfisfying results because of the coarse mesh
size which had to be used. Due to the increase in DoF and computationally expensive
quadrature in three dimensions this finally leads to the following chapter. Here, the
focus is laid on introducing a Newton-Krylov iterative solver. The work presented
in the next chapter further aims to increase computational efficiency mainly through
parallelization.
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6 Performance analysis and profiling
For every computational code in industry or academia simulating physical behavior
the following questions can be stated:
1. Is the most efficient algorithm for solving the algebraic equations being used?
2. How can the performance of the method be measured?
3. How can performance issues be tackled?
This chapter aims to answer those questions for the method proposed in Chapter 4.
The chapter starts with a state of the art section, containing a literature review on
the solution of equation systems and basics about performance measuring in the
HPC context. Further, linearization techniques for the nonlinear equation systems
are introduced and the importance of preconditioning is stated. Afterwards, different
preconditioner will be tested for Picard and Newton linearized systems solved with the
generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) method. In the last part of the chapter,
a workflow for performance analysis of the BoSSS-code is proposed together with
performance measurements and tuning results. Moreover, the current key bottlenecks
of the underlying cut cell DG solver are worked out. As usual, this chapter ends with
a conclusion.
6.1 State of the art
The analysis of performance is important for software development, especially if it
comes to programs describing physical problems with high complexity. Many physical
models are described by partial differential equation (PDE)s like the NSE for fluid
flow, which have to be discretized by a numerical scheme, assembling a large equation
system. CFD is one of the largest engineering application for HPC and its usage is
under steady growth in industry and academia (Cant, 2002; Jayanti, 2018).
In engineering, a typical problem has a very large range in time and length scales
which have to be resolved. For the particulate flow applications in this thesis, the
accurate resolution of flow around particle surfaces in terms of collisions is a good
example for small length-scales. Moreover, small time-scales have to be resolved for
an accurate modeling of collision effects and collision time. This is especially the case
for direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which all features are resolved and thus
no modeling is required. For DNS in context of particulate flows, e.g. the work of
Chouippe and Uhlmann (2015) can be mentioned. They consider spherical particles in
a turbulent background flow.
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In contrast to the aforementioned work, the method in this thesis aims to resolve
arbitrary shaped particles in a laminar flow context. In Chapter 5 it is shown, that the
DG method saves DoF by using high-order polynomials for the velocity and pressure
space. Therefore, this advantage renders DG to be very suitable for DNS. Furthermore,
DG has very good properties in terms of parallelization due to its cell local formulation
and the coupling only between neighboring cells. At last, adaptivity (h-adaptivity) of
the mesh and the polynomial degree (k-adaptivity) is possible.
6.1.1 Equation system
Usually, solving the equation system which is built by a discretization scheme is the
largest bottleneck of a computation. Thus, increasing the speed for solving the equa-
tion system increases the whole computational performance significantly. Therefore,
efficient algorithms for solving large equation systems have been a very active field
of research until today. Depending on the method of choice for discretization, the
system matrix may look different and certain methods are more applicable than others.
In the following the fully coupled DG discretization matrix is considered, meaning
momentum and continuity equation of the NSE are solved together. Further, it is
focused on how to solve the system both, efficient and fast.
In the past, high-order DG methods have been applied for fluid flow problems, solving
both, the incompressible (Bassi et al., 2007; Shahbazi et al., 2007; Klein et al., 2012) and
the compressible (Ferrari et al., 2010; Fechter and Munz, 2015; Mu¨ller et al., 2016) NSE
as well as for turbulent flows, e.g. Crivellini et al. (2013); Gassner and Beck (2013).
It has been noted, if the computational domain is large and three dimensional, those
equation systems becomes difficult to solve by a direct solver based on Gaussian
elimination because of memory consumption due to the storage of factorization. This
leads to the question, which iterative solver can be used to solve the DG system
accurately and also speeds up properly for parallel computations. Therefore, several
methods for treating the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations are tested in
combination with the GMRES algorithm proposed by (Saad and Schultz, 1986). This
leads to a standard Picard fixpoint iteration in combination with GMRES and a so called
Newton-Krylov method using the GMRES method to approximate the directional
inverse of the Jacobian.
A big advantage of the GMRES method is the matrix-free implementation, which
benefits in saving memory and is crucial for large computations. Nevertheless, GMRES
has to be preconditioned to reach a proper convergence rate. Efficient and effective
preconditioning is still under active research, see e.g. Kay et al. (2002); Silvester et al.
(2001); Elman et al. (2002); Antonietti et al. (2017); Franciolini et al. (2017).
6.1.2 High-performance computing
As already mentioned before, complex CFD simulations need lots of computing power
and memory in order to obtain a result in a reasonable time. There exist no exact
definition for HPC, nevertheless it can be stated that problems which cannot be solved
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on local workstations are tasks of HPC. Further, HPC is based on super-computing
clusters which essentially gain performance through the execution of parallel tasks
on several cores and large memory data drives. This section is mainly based on
Rabenseifner (2015), further information can be found in the reference cited.
Of course in context of HPC, the law of Moore (1965) has to be mentioned. Moore
(1965) stated, that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles about
every two years. Essentially, this leads to exponential growing compute power. Since
in the past computing power was always cheaper than manpower this fact led to a lack
of program optimization (Osterhage, 2016). Today, stagnation of computing power is
predicted by some computer scientists for future years. Therefore, efficient parallel
programming techniques and research in HPC becomes increasingly important.
Since HPC is about gaining performance using parallel computing architectures, some
definitions have to be introduced:
• Let T(p, N) be the time to solve a problem with N DoF on p processors.
• Parallel speedup is denoted with S(p, N) = T(1, N)/T(p, N), optimally comput-
ing the same problem with more processors in less time (strong scaling).
• Let T(p, p · n)/T(1, n) be a larger problem with growing p, such that the size per
process is fixed (weak scaling).
The parallel speedup is aimed to be equal to p in an optimal case, i.e. S ∼ p. However,
this can only be achieved in theory, reasoned by Amadahl’s law (Amdahl, 1967), which
will be introduced in the following: In the work of Amdahl (1967), a programs total
runtime T has to be split in time which is serial tS plus time which can be proceeded in
parallel tP. Then, the overall speedup can be estimated following (6.1):
SA =
T(p, N)
tS +
tP
p
. (6.1)
In words, the theoretical speedup is always bound by the part of the task which cannot
be parallelized. Amadahl’s law is a pessimistic assessment of parallel performance.
Therefore, Gustafson (1988) proposed a reevaluation of Amadahl’s law because he
showed, that it is too pessimistic in terms of massive ensemble parallelism. One can
imagine that for larger problems in CFD applications, the part which can be proceeded
in parallel grows much faster, whereas the sequential part remains almost constant.
Gustafson (1988) proposed a linear approach of the form
SG =
tS
T(p, N)
+ p · tP
T(p, N)
. (6.2)
There are numerous alternative proposed laws for parallel scaling behavior. For a
another important law, which improves the both aforementioned ones, see e.g. Sun
and Ni (1993). However, this goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Parallel hardware architectures
For understanding the basics of parallel computing, at first, the most common hard-
ware architectures have to be introduced. Those architectures are present in most HPC
systems and are suitable for different aspects of parallel computing. In the following,
three main types of parallel systems will be introduced:
• Shared memory systems
• Distributed memory systems
• Hybrid systems
However, variations of parallelization architectures and modifications like cache-only
memory architecture (COMA) exist, see Dahlgren and Torrellas (1999).
CPU
Memory-Interconnect
Memory
CPU CPU CPU
Figure 6.1: Shared memory system, in which each CPU can contain several cores.
The first architecture to mention is a shared memory system, which can be seen in
Figure 6.1. In those systems all cores are connected to the memory bank via memory-
interconnect, which has the same access speed for every core. Because of their uniform
symmetric pattern, they are also called uniform memory acess (UMA) or symmetric
multi-processing (SMP) nodes.
In Figure 6.2, a distributed memory system can be seen. Here, the memory is only
denoted with ’M’. In this case, all CPUs have fast access to their own memory but
slower access to memory of all other CPUs. Various network types can be used for
the node interconnect. The most commonly used network standard used in HPC is
InfiniBand, e.g. see Buyya et al. (2002). Related to the different memory access speeds,
those nodes are named non-uniform memory access (NUMA).
Modern computing cluster architectures are a combination of the two aforementioned
ones. Typically, they are clusters of SMP nodes with fast access to their own memory
and a node-interconnect network between them. A schematic sketch can be seen in
Figure 6.3. Hybrid systems allow large computations to run thousands of cores in
parallel and are optimized for fast access of SMP node memory.
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Figure 6.2: Distributed memory system with memory connected to each CPU.
Node-Interconnect
SMP nodes
Figure 6.3: Hybrid memory system containing SMP nodes connected via network.
Parallel programming models
In the following, basic programming models for all mentioned hardware architec-
tures in the previous section will be introduced. In order to build the bridge between
hardware architecture and programming models, a few words about distribution
of computational load will be given: The two main resources of parallel computing
clusters are processors and memory. For parallelization, work can be distributed to
processors as well as data. An example is the distribution of parts of a loop to several
processors (work) and information of certain parts of the domain (data). Synchroniza-
tion of the distributed work and communication of data between processors has to be
done during runtime. In addition to that, distribution of work and data in CFD can
be done directly in the computational domain using domain decomposition. Those
techniques are for example used for preconditioning, as it is described in Section 6.2.
In terms of shared memory systems, the Open multi-processing (OpenMP) application
programming interface (API) is used the most (OpenMP Board, 2015). The program-
ming model is thread-based and standardized since 1997. The user has to specify work
decomposition, no data decomposition is needed due to shared memory access. The
synchronization of work is usually implicit and not defined by the user. The main
program parts which are parallelized are loops. Because of its requirement of shared
memory architecture, its only feasible for a medium number of processors.
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For distributed memory systems, another standardized approach is used, called
message passing interface (MPI) (MPI Forum, 2015). In MPI, the user has to spec-
ify work and data distribution as well as communication between all processors.
Synchronization is implicitly done after the completion of communication. For this,
the application calls MPI library routines. The main advantage of MPI is, that it scales
up to nearly any system size and can also be used on shared memory systems.
Certainly, OpenMP and MPI techniques can be mixed for hybrid systems, which is
beyond the scope of this thesis. For information on hybrid parallel programming, see
Rabenseifner and Wellein (2005). For general information to all topics in this section
the reader is referred to the book of Grama et al. (2003) and the work of Rabenseifner
(2015).
6.1.3 Software performance testing
Accurate and efficient measurement of performance is the key to optimize the source
code. Measurements should be as detailed as possible but in addition, they preferably
have little impact on the program behavior.
Firstly, it has to be defined which metric or quantity of a computation has to be
measured. Possible metrics are call counts, time, memory consumption, network
traffic, I/O or CPU power, see Osterhage (2016).
Benchmarks
It is important to previously answer the question if performance has to be measured
for the overall code or a specific part, e.g. solving the equation system, quadrature or
creating the mesh. With this a suitable benchmark can be assembled to tailor the needs
of the user.
In general, benchmarks have to be reproducible in order to be a ’good’ benchmark.
Depending on what metric to measure, details of the benchmark environment like
hardware, software, and configurations have to be recorded. In addition, enough repe-
titions of a benchmark lead to a more accurate value in order to decrease fluctuations
due to network traffic or utilization of computing resources by other applications.
With this, e.g. factors of network traffic can be determined, especially if the network
is not used exclusively by the program to benchmark. Those factors can easily be
subtracted from measurement times after benchmarking. As already mentioned, for
benchmarking the machine has to be used exclusively. Benchmarks should be also
automated as much as possible to protect from handmade mistakes made by the user.
Now, the differences between low-level and application benchmarks will be explained
(Hager and Wellein, 2011). In low-level benchmarking, only a particular part of the
code will be measured to evaluate, e.g. processor performance. If the timespan is very
small it is useful to use high-precision timers for benchmarking. In contrast, applica-
tion benchmarks aim in predicting the ’real’ behavior of actual code runs. Presently,
realistic applications like test cases in the context of CFD can be used. Application
benchmarking is also the method of choice for checking if the right algorithm for a
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certain task has been used or an architecture is more feasible than another one. Lastly,
there exist parallel benchmarks especially for HPC system which run highly parallel.
Here, the focus is mainly laid on communication time and synchronization. More
information on benchmarking, can be extracted from Hager and Wellein (2011).
Profiling
For measuring performance quantities, there mainly exist two approaches: code instru-
mentation and sampling. Both have their advantages and disadvantages depending
on the need of the user.
By using code instrumentation the compiler inserts calls to the code that measure
time and also saves the complete call stack. Usually process or thread number is also
recorded, which is useful for parallel performance analysis. This technique can cause
massive overhead due to the code sections inserted, but generates definite counts on
how often a method was called. Thus, it is more suitable for programs with short
runtime.
In contrast, code sampling is less intrusive. Here, the code is interrupted and the pro-
gram counter is recorded. As a result, sampling generates only statistical information
on how often a function was found to be active, nevertheless its accuracy grows the
longer the run of the code. It also can be applied with very little overhead and does
not interfere with the compiler.
The output of both techniques are files, trace files for instrumentation, and profiling
summaries for sampling. Those have to be analyzed by using software to visualize
information. Of course, there is also software which directly analyzes the output,
however, usually the analysis has to be done by the user in a human readable context.
The basic information contained in this part have been extracted from Hager and
Wellein (2011) and Rabenseifner (2015). For further information please see these
references.
6.2 Solving the coupled nonlinear equation system
As already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, solving the equation system is
the largest bottleneck of CFD. Therefore, in this section different solution strategies
will be explained in detail.
The discretization of (2.5) according to Section 4.2 yields the system of equations
Mˆ
3~xn+1 − 2~xn +~xn−1
∆t
+ A(~xn)~xn+1 =~b. (6.3)
where Mˆ =
(
I 0
0 0
)
∈ R(m+n)×(m+n) denotes the modified mass matrix, resulting
out of orthonormal basis functions without any cut cells. If cut cells are present, the
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presented structure of the identity does not hold. For detailed information the reader
is refered to Kummer et al. (2017).
Further, with A(~x) =
(
F(~u) BT
B 0
)
∈ R(m+n)×(m+n), ~x =
(
~u
p
)
∈ Rm+n, and ~b =(
~f
g
)
∈ Rm+n, a so called saddle point system of (4.1) is obtained
Mˆ
3~un+1 − 2~un + ~un−1
∆t
+
(
F(~u) BT
B 0
)(
~u
p
)
=
(
~f
g
)
. (6.4)
In (6.4), F(~u) denotes the discretization matrix of the convection and diffusion operator,
BT the matrix of the pressure gradient discretization, which is the transposed of B,
the one of the velocity divergence in discrete form. Note that F(~u) is non-symmetric
for NSE. In this section, the mass matrix Mˆ and terms of temporal derivatives will be
dropped and a steady state solution will be considered since all solution methods for
equation systems have to be applied in every timestep.
6.2.1 Nonlinear solver
The saddle point system (6.4) is nonlinear. This is due to the submatrix F depending on
the current velocity values. For treating the nonlinearity there are two main approaches
which will be pointed out in the following:
The first one is the so called Picard iteration approach. Hereby, the matrix F gets
linearized by using the velocity of the previous iteration ~un. Note that here the super-
script n indicates nonlinear iterations. Therefore, in every nonlinear iteration a linear
Oseen-system has to be solved by a linear solver, e.g GMRES:(
F(~un) BT
B 0
)(
~un+1
p
)
=
(
~f
g
)
. (6.5)
Note, that the Picard iteration method has good convergence properties for sufficient
small values of ∆t. However, by using this method the solution of the nonlinear
equation converges only linearly.
A method which is quadratically convergent is Newton’s method. In order to formulate
the Newton interation step for the solution of A(~x)~x =~b, the residuum system has to
be defined
~r(~xn) = A(~xn)~xn −~b. (6.6)
With this, the Newton step can be stated as follows
~xn+1 = ~xn − (~r′(~xn))−1~r(~xn) = ~xn + ∆~xn, (6.7)
where J(~xn) =~r′(~xn) = A′(~xn)~xn + A(~xn) denotes the Jacobian matrix of the system
matrix A(~xn), which is usually approximated by a finite difference ansatz in each
coordinate direction.
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Assembling and inverting the Jacobian is very time consuming. Therefore, instead of
solving the system (6.7) directly, one solves the linear system
J(~xn)∆~xn = −~r(~xn) (6.8)
by using a matrix-free approach, e.g. a Krylov-subspace method which will be ex-
plained further in Subsection 6.2.2.
6.2.2 Linear solver
If the system matrix is small enough, the linearized system matrix can be solved by
direct solver libraries like PARDISO (Schenk and Ga¨rtner, 2002, 2004, 2006) or MUMPS
(Amestoy et al., 2000). Note that those solvers are easy to apply to system (6.5), because
here all matrices are known. For Newton iterations the full Jacobian has to be computed
previously.
Nevertheless, in this chapter the linearized systems (6.5) and (6.8) are solved by the
GMRES method proposed by Saad and Schultz (1986). In order to solve those non-
symmetric linear systems, GMRES minimizes the norm of the euclidean residual
vector ‖A~x −~b‖2 based on a Krylov subspace Km. In each iteration, the norm of
the residual rm = ‖~r(~xm)‖2 with the current solution vector ~xm is calculated. The
solution vector can be determined using a linear combination of basis vectors, where
~xm = ~x0 +Km(A, r0).
For constructing an orthonormal basis {~v1, ...,~vm} of a Krylov subspace either an
Arnoldi process (Arnoldi, 1951) or, as in our case, a Gram-Schmidt process (Leon
et al., 2013) can be used. In most GMRES implementations the method is matrix-free,
meaning only the action of a matrix on a vector is evaluated instead of storing the
complete matrix. This is a significant advantage for the solution of (6.8).
If A ∈ Rnxn then the exact solution is reached in m = n GMRES iterations, because the
residual based on subspaces cannot increase. In each iteration a basis vector ~v ∈ Rn
has to be stored. Therefore, for large equation systems it is inefficient to save all Krylov
search directions until convergence is reached. As a result, the restarted GMRES(m)
algorithm was developed. Here, GMRES is restarted with the last search direction of
the iterative process. The history of search directions is lost which leads to free memory
but as a drawback, GMRES looses its guaranteed convergence properties. Later in this
chapter, the influence of the restart parameter m onto the convergence of our solver
will also be evaluated.
For the Picard iteration method, GMRES is applied to the linearized system (6.5). The
main advantage of such methods is that only the action of the operator matrix A on
a vector ~v is required. In contrast, the Newton method is used in connection with
a GMRES as a Newton-GMRES method, see Kelley (2003). Here only the action of
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the Jacobian J(~xn) on a vector ~v has to be calculated. Therefore, the finite difference
quotient in one GMRES iteration reads
J(~xn)~v =
~r(~xn + e~v)−~r(~xn)
e
(6.9)
with e denoting the differencing increment. With this approach, the Jacobian has not
to be stored and can be evaluated matrix-free.
6.2.3 Choice of preconditioning technique
In almost all applications for saddle-point problems GMRES is used with a sufficient
preconditioner in order to increase its convergence speed. The overall aim of a pre-
conditioner is to transform the linear system to another linear system with better
properties for solution algorithms like GMRES. Thus, by multiplying the complete
equation system including RHS with a preconditioning matrix P, the overall system
will have a smaller spectral condition number. Therefore, GMRES will converge in
a significantly smaller number of iterations than without preconditioning. For more
information about preconditioning of saddle point problems in general, see Benzi et al.
(2005).
In this work the left-preconditioned approach by multiplying the matrix P−1 from the
left with the equation system is being used. The linearized equation system within
GMRES will be simplified by A = A(xn) and F = F(un) in this subsection to increase
readability:
P−1A~x = P−1~b. (6.10)
The main difference in comparison with the right-preconditioned approach is, that
the termination residuum is the one of the preconditioned system ‖P−1~r(~x)‖2 =
‖P−1(A~x−~b)‖2.
Note that, depending on which method is used to treat the nonlinearity, the GMRES
algorithm slightly differs. Thus, the requirements on good preconditioning techniques
are different. For the Picard linearization the preconditioning matrix should be a good
approximation to the inverse of the linearized saddle point matrix out of (6.5), whereas
for Newtons method, the inverse of the Jacobian has to be approximated, see (6.8).
However, the approximation of the inverse of the saddle point matrix is usually also a
good approximation for the Jacobian. Therefore, there will be no distinction between
preconditioners depending on which technique is used for linearization.
In the following, the preconditioners evaluated in this work will be introduced. They
will be compared in numbers of iterations first. Later on, the best preconditioners are
evaluated on their computational performance and parallel efficiency. This will be part
of the subsequent sections.
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6.2.3.1 Schur methods
For deriving the Schur-type methods, a simple LU factorization of the saddle point
system (6.5) is done:(
I 0
BF−1 I
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
(
F BT
B 0
)(
~u
p
)
=
(
I 0
BF−1 I
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
(
~f
g
)
, (6.11)
which leads to (
F BT
0 −(BF−1BT)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
U
(
~u
p
)
=
(
~f
g− BF−1~f
)
. (6.12)
Here, S = (BF−1BT) denotes the Schur complement. For solving, the system (6.14) is
solved decoupled, meaning (6.12) is solved by two systems, which denote as
Sp = −g + BF−1~f (6.13a)
and
F~x = ~f − BT p, (6.13b)
where S has to be inverted only in the pressure space, whereas F has to be solved in
velocity space. Note that if ~f 6= 0, another linear equation solve is required.
During this work, the Schur complement (6.14) is used as a preconditioner P and
therefore multiplied with the system matrix A like it can be seen in (6.10). If matrix
A is right preconditioned by U−1, the eigenvalues of the matrix L are all identically 1
and the GMRES algorithm would need only two steps to converge. More details can
be found in Elman et al. (2014). However, because F has to be still inverted, it is not
feasible to use the exact Schur complement matrix especially for preconditioning. This
leads to a matrix which approximates the convection-diffusion part F by MF and the
Schur complement −(BF−1BT) by MS:(
F BT
0 −(BF−1BT)
)
≈
(
MF BT
0 −MS
)
= P. (6.14)
Now, the crucial part is to choose a good approximation MF and MS, such that the
computational effort is as small as possible but the convergence speed is as fast as
possible.
SIMPLE method
According to Elman et al. (2014) the semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations
(SIMPLE) method (Patankar and Spalding, 1972) is similar to the triangular block
factorization of (6.12). In the SIMPLE method MS is denoted as follows:
MS = (BFˆBT) (6.15)
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In most common SIMPLE implementations, Fˆ is chosen to be the diagonal of F and
M−1F is a good approximation on F
−1, usually determined via multigrid cycles. For
small calculations this can be done by a direct solver and was published for the
underlying DG discretization in Klein et al. (2012). In this work, MF is chosen to be
MF = F for all Schur-type preconditoners, such that only the approximation of the
Schur complement is evaluated.
Schur
Instead of using just the diagonal of F as an approximation for F in MS, there are
two other approaches in literature. The first one is the so called pressure convection-
diffusion preconditioner published by Kay et al. (2002) and Silvester et al. (2001). For
more details see those references.
In this work the least square commutator preconditioner developed by Elman et al.
(2006) is used. Here, MS is approximated as follows:
MS = (BT−1BT)(BT−1FT−1BT)−1(BT−1BT). (6.16)
T is the diagonal of the mass matrix, which in this solver is modified to be the identity.
Thus, solving (6.13a) requires two Possion-type solves and several matrix-vector prod-
ucts, which are negligible.The Poisson-type systems are solved by the direct solver
MUMPS.
6.2.3.2 Schwarz methods
Schwarz domain decomposition methods are parallel, fast and robust algorithms
for the computation of linear equations. Especially for the application in terms of
preconditioning for Krylov-subspace methods, domain decomposition is widely used.
In the following, the basic domain decomposition methods used in this work are
introduced:
The basic idea is to split the total linear equation system into smaller parts and solve
them with, for example, a direct solver. Afterwards, the solution of those smaller
problems is used to correct the global solution and minimize the residual. Let R denote
the restriction matrix, which, applied to a vector, returns only the values in a particular
domain. In contrast, RT is called the interpolation matrix, which does the opposite and
scales a smaller local matrix up to the global matrix with its specific entries and zero
elsewhere.
Therefore, the best local correction of a linear equation system A~xn =~b is derived to be
correction = RT(RART)−1R(~b− A~xn) = A−1(~b− A~xn). (6.17)
Here, RART denotes the subblock of A with a certain partitioning. For further infor-
mation see, e.g. Smith (1997).
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For the small block problems all direct and iterative solvers can be applied. In this
work the direct solver MUMPS (Amestoy et al., 2000) is used for the block solve, if not
stated otherwise.
Block-Jacobi
First, a classical Block-Jacobi method exists. This has the advantage, that it works
perfect parallel. For preconditioning A is subdivided into subproblems, which will be
solved without coupling between the blocks for preconditoning, see:
P−1AS =
A−11 0 00 A−12 0
0 0 A−13
 = RT1 A−11 R1 + RT2 A−12 R2 + RT3 A−13 R3, (6.18)
whereas Ri denotes the restriction or interpolation matrix for the i-th block. A schematic
representation of such a Block-Jacobi matrix can be found in Figure 6.4.
A1
A2
A3
Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of matrix A consisting out of three different sub-
matrices.
Overlapping domain decomposition
The Block-Jacobi is easy to parallelize, but because the blocks are solved separately
without coupling, the approximation to A−1 is not accurate enough for preconditioning.
Thus, there are methods which use a so called overlapping domain decomposition
to couple different blocks to each other. The approximations to the inverse of the
operator matrix is significantly better. However, communication between the blocks is
necessary which makes the efficient implementation in parallel more challenging. Here,
the blocks are mainly determined by their geometric relation in the computational grid
instead of how the DoF are stored in the vectors, as it is the case for most Block-Jacobi
methods.
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For an Additive-Schwarz method, as it has been used in this work, the blocks are di-
vided into overlapping regions containing roughly the same number of DoF. Therefore,
the preconditioner is given by
P−1AS =
p
∑
i=1
RTi A
−1
i Ri, (6.19)
where Ri simply returns the coefficients for the i-th overlap region. In the calculations
of this work, an overlap width of 1 cell is chosen based on the significantly better
approximation of A−1. Note that the more overlap the better the approximation
on A−1, but the worse is the parallelization due to communication. A schematic
representation can be found in Figure 6.5, where the overlap region can be seen.
A1
A2
A3
Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of matrix A consisting out of three different sub-
matrices with overlap.
For an explanation of the multiplicative Schwarz method for overlapping domains the
work of Smith (1997) is recommended.
Multigrid blocks
In case of multigrid blocks for preconditioning, the inverse of P will be approximated
by calculating coarse grid solutions to A using a similar strategy as for classical
multigrid. Therefore, the inverse of the preconditioning matrix can be written as
follows:
P−1AS = IH
n
∑
i=1
A−1Ci Ih. (6.20)
Here, IH is the restriction operator from the coarsest to the finest grid and Ih the
prolongation operator. In the final multigrid level, each cell is solved as a block with
overlap like it has been demonstrated in (6.19). Therefore, n denotes the number of
cells in the coarse grid. The cell local inverse of A−1 is determined at the final multigrid
level and then prolongated up to the finest grid to yield a global approximation.
According to Smith (1997) the multilevel Schwarz method has very good convergence
properties mostly independent of the problem size and number of processors. Note
that for solving the subproblems of the coarsest grid an arbitrary solver can be used.
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In large calculations it is rewarding to use an approximative iterative method for
subproblems.
Coarse-grid solution
Additionally, a complete coupled solve for the coarsest multigrid level is applied
to accelerate convergence for all Schwarz preconditioner methods. This leads to a
significant improvement for the accuracy of P−1. As it can be seen in (6.21), the coarse
solution can be built by inverting the complete coarse operator matrix using the direct
solver MUMPS is in all calculations.
P−1MG = IH A−1coarseIh. (6.21)
Afterwards, the total approximation consist of a coupled coarse part PMG and a decom-
posed part PAS, which can be seen in (6.22).
P−1 = P−1MG + P
−1
AS . (6.22)
6.3 Precondition benchmarks
This section aims to compare the number of iterations GMRES needs by applying
different preconditioning techniques to reach a linear residual of 1E-5 in the last
nonlinear iteration for a stationary problem. The comparison is similar to the one
made by Elman et al. (2014). The non-restarted GMRES is linearized using a Picard
or a Newton technique and then a GMRES or Newton-GMRES is applied to solve
the linearzed problem, respectively. Usually, for large calculations this is not feasible,
because all search directions have to be saved which leads to a lack of memory on most
systems. A more common approach is to restart the GMRES algorithm after saving
m search directions with the current solution vector. However, for the restarted case
GMRES loses its direct solver properties. The restarted GMRES is tested in the end of
this section for the best preconditioner evaluated previously.
All preconditioners are used as it has been described Section 6.2. For the Schwarz
domain decomposition preconditioners, fixed block sizes of 1000 (AS-1000), 5000 (AS-
5000) and 10000 (AS-10000) DoF per block are chosen. This is because systems of up to
10000 DoF are considered to be easily solvable by a direct solver. The block partitioning
is created by using the software METIS (Karypis and Kumar, 1998) and the overlap
level is set to 1 for all calculations.
The total number of multigrid levels is set to 3 for all Schwarz calculations. Thus, all
Schwarz calculations are improved by using a coarse solver on the coarsest multigrid
level to couple all block information together, see (6.21). If a Schwarz preconditioner is
used together with the multigrid blocks approach (AS-MG) the blocks are formed on
the coarsest multigrid level. Here, the cells on the coarsest level are denoted as blocks.
Ending up with a significant smaller block size and a larger number of blocks in total.
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Here, (6.20) is solved until a multigrid depth of 2 and again with an overlap of 1 for
the coarsest blocks.
In this section, first the results for boundary fitted testcases of a channel flow are
presented. Afterwards, a particle will be immersed in the fluid flow to evaluate the
influence of cut cells on the overall number of iterations. For both combinations, two
and three dimensional cases are investigated. Although the channel flows are basically
a linear testcase, it is a good indication how the convergence of the solvers change, if
nonlinear effects like convection come into play.
Table 6.1: Computational settings for preconditioning tests with channel flow and
immersed cylinder/sphere meshes.
Setting No. Domain Cells DoF per cell DoF total
1 (-0.5,1.5)×(-0.5,0.5) 76×38 26 75 088
2 (-0.5,1.5)×(-0.5,0.5) 128×64 26 212 992
3 (-0.5,1.5)×(-0.5,0.5)×(-0.5,0.5) 18×13×13 70 212 940
In Table 6.1 all settings are listed. For every calculation made in this section the
polynomial degree k = 3 for velocity and k = 2 for pressure has been used. For all
boundary fitted calculations a channel flow is considered. In the 2D case a parabolic
velocity inlet with ~u = 1− y2 at x = −0.5, pressure outlet with p = 0 at x = 1.5 and no-
slip wall boundary conditions at the other boundaries are imposed. For 3D calculations
all boundary conditions are imposed in the same spatial directions. Additionally, a
periodic boundary condition is imposed in z-direction. As a result, this renders the
flow to be between two infinite plates. Initially, the flow is at rest at t = t0.
For the immersed boundary calculations a cylinder (2D) or sphere (3D) is centered at
the origin of the domain. The radius is set to r = 0.1 and no-slip boundary conditions
are applied at the surface. As a drawback, the blocking ratio between the immersed
body and the channel walls is not optimal. However, the key results of this section are
comparing various preconditioning techniques neglecting physical values like drag or
lift coefficients. All calculations are evaluated using viscosities from µ f = {1, 0.1, 0.01}
resulting in increasing Re.
6.3.1 Boundary fitted
First, a simple two dimensional channel flow is evaluated. As already mentioned,
different preconditioners are evaluated with different viscosities. The numbers in the
following tables indicate the linear GMRES iterations needed to converge in the last
nonlinear iteration. In addition, the number of nonlinear iterations in total is put into
brackets. To increase readability, the best result is highlighted using bold numbers.
In Table 6.2 it can be seen, that for the small testcase the nonlinear iterations needed
do not differ much between Picard and Newton linearization techniques. Only for
the case of µ f = 0.01 a notable difference of one nonlinear iteration occurs. For both
linearization techniques Additive-Schwarz preconditioners gain better results than the
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Schur type preconditioners. Focusing on the Schur method, the fully resolved Schur
complement is superior in comparison with the less qualitative approximation of the
convective term in the SIMPLE approach. Also as expected, a growing block size leads
to better results for the Additive-Schwarz type methods. Comparing the linearized
systems, the Newton-GMRES needs less iterations than the GMRES combined with
Picard linearization in almost all cases.
Table 6.2: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 1 (2D, 75 088 DoF) with channel
flow.
Picard
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 70 (2) 301 (2) 30 (2) 15 (2) 12 (2) 25 (2)
0.1 64 (2) 269 (2) 35 (2) 20 (2) 16 (2) 29 (2)
0.01 90 (3) 313 (3) 93 (3) 58 (3) 56 (3) 81 (3)
Newton
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 65 (2) 256 (2) 22 (2) 10 (2) 9 (2) 18 (2)
0.1 65 (2) 235 (2) 24 (2) 13 (2) 11 (2) 20 (2)
0.01 7 (3) 264 (2) 75 (2) 48 (2) 46 (2) 66 (2)
Increasing the amount of DoF significantly leads to some interesting effect, see Table 6.3.
The amount of nonlinear iterations stays the same for both techniques as well as the
tendency that Schwarz methods still work better than Schur-type methods. However,
in contrast to the Schwarz-type methods, the Schur methods gain a lot of iterations
comparing them with Table 6.2. Note that the number of cells per Additive-Schwarz
block stays the same as in the previous case. However the problem is split into more
blocks.
Table 6.3: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 2 (2D, 212 992 DoF) with
channel flow.
Picard
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 102 (2) 436 (2) 17 (2) 11 (2) 10 (2) 15 (2)
0.1 93 (2) 390 (2) 20 (2) 13 (2) 12 (2) 15 (2)
0.01 133 (3) 455 (3) 63 (3) 54 (3) 52 (3) 53 (3)
Newton
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 93 (2) 415 (2) 12 (2) 8 (2) 8 (2) 11 (2)
0.1 95 (2) 318 (2) 14 (2) 9 (2) 9 (2) 10 (2)
0.01 5 (3) 15 (3) 51 (2) 40 (2) 40 (2) 41 (2)
Extending the problem to three dimensions in setting 3 by keeping the total amount
of DoF the same leads to less cells than in the previous case, but the DoF are stronger
coupled. Interestingly, the Schur-type methods have a different behavior depending
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on the linearization method and the viscosity. In almost all cases those methods work
better for setting 3. In contrast, if the viscosity is set to µ f = 0.1, the Schur methods
work worse for Picard and better for Newton linearization in three dimensions.
Table 6.4: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 3 (3D, 212 640 DoF) with
channel flow.
Picard
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 55 (2) 243 (2) 41 (2) 35 (2) 33 (2) 44 (2)
0.1 77 (3) 235 (3) 66 (3) 57 (3) 54 (3) 69 (3)
0.01 136 (3) 246 (3) 186 (3) 172 (3) 162 (3) 195 (3)
Newton
µ f Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 48 (2) 185 (2) 27 (2) 25 (2) 22 (2) 30 (2)
0.1 54 (2) 178 (2) 37 (2) 32 (2) 28 (2) 39 (2)
0.01 16 (3) 270 (2) 130 (2) 115 (2) 107 (2) 141 (2)
All in all, the boundary fitted tests render an Additive-Schwarz preconditioner to be
the better alternative in all cases, although the Schur preconditioners work quite well
for the three dimensional testcase with Newton linearization. Especially when it comes
to parallelization, the domain decomposition approaches have an advantage which
will be explored in Section 6.4.
6.3.2 Immersed boundary
For calculations with immersed particles the comparison of preconditioners will be
restricted to Additive-Schwarz ones. This is based on the results obtained for the body
fitted calculations in which the Schwarz preconditioners were completely superior.
Now, a cylinder for settings 1-2 and a sphere for setting 3 is immersed in the domain.
This leads to more convective dominated flows, especially if the viscosity is decreased
and thus the Re will be increased. From beginning to end of this section all settings
have an increasing complexity for the solver. Furthermore, by the use of cut cells,
the condition number of the operator matrices increases, although the agglomeration
technique is applied for all simulations.
In Table 6.5 a small testcase with an immersed cylinder will be investigated. In
comparison with the channel, the number of iterations for all nonlinear methods
increase significantly with Re. This result is due to the fact that the convective terms in
the NSE gain importance and so the nonlinear character of the overall system increases.
It is known that the Newton linearization leads to quadratic convergence whereas the
Picard lineraization only converges with first order. This can also be extracted from
cases with µ f = 0.01. Here, Newton only needs 4 nonlinear iterations, whereas for
Picard 8 iterations are needed to converge. As a result, Newtons method is even more
superior in convection dominated flows. Again, increasing block size is beneficial for
the number of linear iterations of the GMRES method.
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Table 6.5: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 1 (2D, 75 088 DoF) with im-
mersed cylinder.
Picard
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 52 (3) 24 (3) 22 (3) 44 (3)
0.1 58 (4) 30 (4) 28 (4) 49 (4)
0.01 152 (8) 85 (8) 86 (8) 131 (8)
Newton
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 33 (2) 16 (2) 15 (2) 27 (2)
0.1 22 (3) 12 (3) 11 (3) 19 (3)
0.01 78 (4) 47 (4) 49 (4) 69 (4)
Table 6.6: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 2 (2D, 212 992 DoF) with
immersed cylinder.
Picard
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 27 (3) 23 (3) 20 (3) 31 (3)
0.1 32 (4) 29 (4) 26 (4) 34 (4)
0.01 92 (7) 86 (7) 81 (7) 102 (7)
Newton
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 18 (2) 14 (2) 13 (2) 19 (2)
0.1 13 (3) 11 (3) 10 (3) 14 (3)
0.01 49 (4) 47 (4) 46 (4) 51 (4)
After increasing the total number of cells in each direction, almost the same results can
be gained, see Table 6.6. In contrast to Table 6.5 it is notable, that for both nonlinear
solvers less linear iterations are needed. Surprisingly, also the number of nonlinear
iterations for µ f = 0.01 using Picard decreases from 8 to 7. The reason for this is
probably the better resolution of the problem in general.
In Table 6.7 the problem is extended to a three dimensional sphere immersed in a
channel, which renders to be the most complex problem considered in this section. The
comparison with the body fitted case leads to the same tendency as in two dimensions:
An increasing amount of nonlinear iterations is needed due to the convection domina-
tion and the Additive-Schwarz preconditioner with the largest block size leads to the
best results. Note that only 6 nonlinear iterations are needed for a Picard linearized
system in three dimensions. It is to conclude, that the Additive-Schwarz preconditioner
with large blocks is the best method of all methods considered.
Next, the solution strategy for setting 3 with an immersed sphere will be extended to a
more practical one. As it was already described before, it is not economical in terms of
memory to store all solution vectors of every GMRES iteration. Therefore, GMRES is
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Table 6.7: Number of total GMRES iterations for setting 3 (3D, 212 940 DoF) with
immersed sphere.
Picard
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 73 (3) 68 (3) 63 (3) 78 (3)
0.1 90 (4) 85 (4) 79 (4) 95 (4)
0.01 235 (6) 216 (6) 212 (6) 245 (6)
Newton
µ f AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
1 45 (2) 42 (2) 39 (2) 50 (2)
0.1 36 (3) 33 (3) 32 (3) 41 (3)
0.01 99 (4) 90 (4) 84 (4) 113 (4)
restarted after a maximum of m Krylov-dimensions. The parameter m is a trade-off
between memory and fast convergence. The Krylov-dimension is commonly chosen to
be between m = 10 and m = 50.
Table 6.8: Number of total GMRES(m) iterations in the last nonlinear iteration for
setting 3 (IB, 3D, 212 940 DoF) with immersed sphere.
Picard
µ f m=10 m=20 m=30 m=50
1 74 (3) 68 (3) 66 (3) 65 (3)
0.1 109 (4) 93 (4) 88 (4) 85 (4)
0.01 485 (6) 372 (6) 328 (6) 293 (6)
Newton
µ f m=10 m=20 m=30 m=50
1 n.c. 41 (2) 41 (2) 39 (2)
0.1 40 (3) 35 (3) 33 (3) 32 (3)
0.01 141 (4) 114 (4) 106 (4) 95 (4)
In Table 6.8 all calculations of setting 3 are made with the most promising precondi-
tioner AS-10000. Further, Picard and Newton linearization techniques are chosen for
different viscosities again. The Krylov-dimension in this study is varied within a range
of m = {10, 20, 30, 50}. If the results are compared to the fourth column of Table 6.7,
it can be seen that first of all there is no change in number of nonlinear iterations for
different m. Nevertheless, the number of linear iterations is always higher than in the
non-restarted case, which is the expected behavior. It is remarkable that for Newton
and µ f = 1 the restarted case with m = 10 did not converge at all.
By increasing m, convergence can be reached faster for Picard and Newton iterations.
If all calculations with m = 50 are compared with the non-restarted ones of Table 6.7,
it becomes clear that for Newton linearized systems very good results can already
obtained by choosing m = 50. This is also true for the Picard system with viscosities
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µ f = 1 and µ f = 0.1. However, for µ f = 0.01 it becomes clear that Newton-GMRES is
absolutely superior, especially for convective dominated cases.
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Figure 6.6: Picard using GMRES convergence with different m for µ f = 0.01 for setting
3 (3D, 212 940 DoF) with immersed sphere.
To further clarify the difference between Picard and Newton, the residuals of all
GMRES iterations in the last nonlinear iterations are plotted in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.
In both figures it can be proven, that by increasing m the solver convergences faster
(steeper slope). The starting residual of both last nonlinear iterations is surprisingly
different. Whereas the preconditioned Newton-GMRES residual is already below 10−1,
the GMRES residual in the Picard case starts at above 102 and is therefore a reason
for slow convergence. In contrast to the Picard linearization, a staircase pattern can
be easily identified in the Newton case. This staircase pattern is typical for restarted
GMRES convergence because after restart the slope is smaller.
Nonetheless, the gradient of the falling residual is also steeper in the Newton case. In
Figure 6.6 a decrease of 10−1 needs around 50 linear GMRES iterations. A Newton
linearized system can be decrease of the same amount by GMRES using less than 40
Newton-GMRES iterations.
All in all, Newton-GMRES with Additive-Schwarz preconditioning and a sufficient
large block size points out to be the best iterative solver of all tested ones. In this
context it has to be mentioned again, that only number of iterations were compared in
this study. It is not possible to draw conclusions in terms of computational time from
the tests above. A focus on computational time will be laid in the next section of this
work. In addition, also only stationary problems have been investigated in this study.
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Figure 6.7: Newton-GMRES convergence with different m for µ f = 0.01 for setting 3
(3D, 212 940 DoF) with immersed sphere.
6.4 Performance analysis
Until now, only various equation solvers have been compared in terms of numbers of
iterations. In this section, the performance of the method proposed in Section 4.2 will
be analyzed. For this, a workflow tailored to the BoSSS-code will be presented. Then,
a performance measurement will be carried out for both, single core and parallel cases,
leading to a snapshot of the performance abilities at the date of this thesis. In the end,
the most urgent hot spots will be identified.
Note that the main outcome of this work is the proposed workflow and the tuning
using this workflow in Subsection 6.4.3. After those performance optimizations, the
current bottlenecks are further analyzed in Subsection 6.4.4 and can therefore be tackled
in the future.
6.4.1 Proposed workflow
The basic idea containing measurement, analysis and optimization is the same for
all terms of performance, see Osterhage (2016). However, subsequently the explicit
workflow tailored to BoSSS will be presented. In Figure 6.8, a graphical summary of
the proposed optimization cycle can be seen.
In the following all steps will be explained in more detail. This contains also comments
including practical experiences:
1. Take a measurement of the application using code instrumentation of the .NET-
framework and get trace files serialized with JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
to be platform independent. This is particularly useful because performance
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*.cube file
JSON binary file
End tuning
satisfied?
Check for bounds
bounded?
Take a measurement of the application
Convert profiling binaries to *.cube files
View measurement results in cube GUI
Identify bottlenecks using color scaling in cube
Focus on a specific bottleneck and analysis it
Apply possible improvements and fixes
Figure 6.8: Proposed performance tuning cycle for usage in Subsection 6.4.3.
measurements can be performed on systems with Windows and Unix operating
systems.
2. Convert profiling binaries to *.cube files using the Cube writer library (Saviankou
et al., 2018). Cube is a performance report explorer tool developed at Ju¨lich
research center. For the conversion from BoSSS to Cube, a converter program was
implemented using the writer library mentioned. This converter also supports
profiling files of every processor in parallel runs and agglomerates them to a
single *.cube file. For conversion, the metrics ’number of calls’ and ’time’ are
currently supported.
3. View measurement results of the application by using Cube graphical user inter-
face (GUI) (Saviankou and Cube developer community, 2018a,b). In Cube, the
view of a call tree is present for every function. For parallel measurements, time
and calls are listed for every processors. If satisfied with the performance of the
code, end the tuning cycle.
4. Identify bottlenecks using Cube GUI. Cube uses a color scale to distinguish
between hot spots and ’good’ code. With this feature, also load balancing issues
for parallel runs can be detected.
5. Focus on a specific bottleneck. Usually, it will be started with the most urgent
hot spot. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to think about bounds in terms of
performance, for example, by applying the roofline model (Ofenbeck et al., 2014)
or time complexity analysis (Sipser, 2006). Maybe the most urgent hot spot
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cannot be fixed easily because it is bounded by some other issues. If no bounds
are known, check for the actual limiting factor.
6. Apply possible improvements and fixes to the code, recompile it and go back to
step 1. Note that it is best practice to only apply one particular fix in order to
evaluate the computational performance improvement.
All in all, this workflow for call count and time is simply applicable using the toolchain
provided. However, if other metrics have to be considered, the cube converter tool has
to be modified.
Further, it has been tested that also the performance modeling tool ExtraP (Calotoiu
et al., 2013) can be used with the *.cube files created. ExtraP constructs mathematical
models for the scaling behavior based on multiple measurements which are carried out
for a given program. This is particularly useful, if it is compared with theoretical time
complexity studies for a specific branch of the code. With ExtraP especially bottlenecks
which probably occur with an increasing amount of processors will be detected in
advantage.
6.4.2 Single core performance
All single-core calculations in this section have been performed using one core of the
Intel Xeon on the local shared memory computing cluster of the chair of fluid dynamics
at TU Darmstadt. The cluster has the following specifications:
• CPU: 4 Intel Xeon Processor E5-4627 v2 (8 cores in total)
• CPU-frequency: 3.30 GHz
• Cache size: 16 MB
• Shared Memory: 512 GB
Basically, the local computing cluster is one SMP node with 32 cores and access to a
large amount of shared memory. Note that, because of other users at the chair of fluid
dynamics, the cluster could not be used exclusively. However, for the results obtained
quantitative statements can still be made.
Precondition test
At first, the precondition benchmarks of Section 6.3 have to be compared in terms of
time. As already mentioned the comparison of time until a specific result is reached
can deliver different results and conclusions than focusing only on the number of
iterations. Therefore, the choice of the best preconditioner according to Section 6.3 has
to be confirmed.
In Table 6.9 the column for calculations of µ = 0.01 in Table 6.4 is evaluated in time
using the presented workflow for both, Picard and Newton linearization techniques.
Remember the configuration of setting 3 from Section 6.3 without an immersed particle.
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For Picard as well as for Newton it becomes clear, that using an Additive-Schwarz
domain decomposition technique is superior in comparison with Schur-type methods.
It is also clear, that the system is solved faster with Newton because of less nonlinear
iterations needed. However, an interesting outcome is that Schur preconditioning
works faster for Picard linear systems. Surprisingly, the smallest block size of AS-1000
yields the fastest result although it needs more linear iterations than larger block sizes.
This probably results out of the fact, that the block solver is faster in solving ten systems
with 1000 DoF than in one system with 10000 DoF. Of course, this only shows the
scaling of the direct solver MUMPS and might not be true for other block solvers.
Table 6.9: Time in 104 seconds for 3D Channel Flow with µ = 0.01.
Linearization Schur Simple AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
Picard 6.36 11.0 2.87 3.65 4.87 3.48
Newton 7.14 9.38 1.32 1.62 2.11 1.62
Next, it will be checked if the tendency of the best preconditioner in view of solution
time is also true for setting 3 with an immersed sphere. Like in Table 6.7, only Additive-
Schwarz-type preconditioners are taken into account in Table 6.10.
Here, almost the same results have been reached for the test calculations. A system
solve with Newton linearization is almost twice as fast as solving a system coming out
of Picard linearization. Moreover, in contrast to the number of iterations the smallest
block size with 1000 DoF is solved the fastest. Those results can be seen in Table 6.7.
Table 6.10: Time in 104 seconds for 3D Sphere Flow with µ = 0.01.
Linearization AS-1000 AS-5000 AS-10000 AS-MG
Picard 9.52 12.3 16.7 11.2
Newton 5.26 6.42 7.86 6.07
In the end of this part, it can be confirmed that Additive-Schwarz domain decomposi-
tion preconditioners are superior over Schur-type methods. Nevertheless, surprisingly
the smallest block size solves the system the fastest. Thus, the convergence and the
computing time of the Additive-Schwarz-type depends very sensitively on the size of
the blocks.
Weak scaling
For checking the weak scaling behavior, a flow in a three dimensional driven cavity
is used for benchmarking. The domain is Ω = (−0.5, 0.5)× (−0.5, 0.5)× (−0.5, 0.5)
and to all walls a no-slip velocity boundary condition is applied. The upper wall
moves with ~uD = {1, 0, 0} and forces the flow to circulate inside the cavity. As initial
condition velocity is set to ~u0(x, y, z) = {1, 0, 0}. The physical parameters of the fluid
are chosen to be ρ f = 1 and µ f = 0.0025 which renders down to Re=400. The problem
is investigated on different Cartesian grids, leading to numbers of DoF from 4 000 to
500 000 using a polynomial degree of k = 2 for velocity and k = 1 for pressure.
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Figure 6.9: Increasing DoF for direct and iterative solver to evaluate weak scaling
potential. Here the linear slope is an indication for perfect weak scaling.
All slopes higher than linear do not fulfill weak scaling.
In Figure 6.9 two solution strategies for the driven cavity flow are compared. First, a
Picard linearization technique is used with the direct solver MUMPS for the linearized
system (direct). This is the fastest configuration for problems with a small number
of DoF. Second, the Newton-GMRES approach is preconditioned with an iterative
Additive-Schwarz preconditioner using a direct solver for each block and a coarse
solve on the coarsest of three multigrid-levels (iterative). Of course, this means that
the number of blocks and the size of the coarse system depends on the number of total
DoF for each configuration.
Although the direct solver renders to be the best choice for all configurations, it can be
seen from the slope approaching 1 Mio. DoF that there will be an intersection of both
lines. This is because the direct solver does not scale linearly. The Newton-GMRES
method reaches linear scaling for large amounts of DoF. Thus, it is more suitable for
weak scaling than the direct solver.
6.4.3 Parallel performance tuning1
The key goal of parallel analysis in this work is the measurement and tuning of parallel
efficiency of the current solver. First, the focus lies on calculations with non-moving
interfaces to track the worst scalability bugs for one timestep. All calculations in this
section were made using MPI nodes of the Lichtenberg high performance cluster at
TU Darmstadt. The SMP nodes used have the following configuration:
• CPU: 2 Intel Xeon Processor E5-2670 (8 cores)
1All calculations for this research were conducted on the Lichtenberg high performance computer of
the TU Darmstadt.
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• CPU-frequency: 2.60 GHz
• Cache size: 20 MB
• Shared Memory: 32 GB
• Node-Interconnect: Infiniband FDR-10
Note that for calculations up to 16 cores the node-interconnect for communication is
not being used. However, in this section parallel efficiency means MPI parallelization
instead of OpenMP.
In this section, two example issues in terms of parallel efficiency are presented. Further,
they are focused using the tuning cycle in Subsection 6.4.1. In the end, the parallel
efficiency of the current solver will be evaluated for non-moving configurations. This
is sufficient, because by considering only stationary calculations with one timestep
also the performance in moving-domain cases can be evaluated. A particulate flow
simulation is multiple stationary simulations in a row, containing the creation of
quadrature rules, evaluating quadrature, and solving the equation system. Note that
because of the results of previous sections a Newton-GMRES algorithm is used with
Additive-Schwarz preconditioning for all calculations in this section.
Block and coarse solve
In the beginning the focus is only laid on the equation solve. This usually is the largest
part in the solver process. Especially, the Additive-Schwarz decomposition will be split
into the solution of the coarse part which couples information over the whole domain
together and the solution of the block part on each processors. Note that typically each
block is assigned to one core for parallel scaling behavior.
If domain-decomposition is used, the solve on the coarsest multigrid level can only be
performed on one core (neglecting OpenMP-parallelization). In contrast, the solution
of blocks can scale almost perfect, except if overlap is present. Then, communication
during the solving procedure has to be performed, but will be neglected in the follow-
ing. In Figure 6.10, the idealized splitting of the solution process between sequential
and parallel parts can be seen schematically.
Unlike the single-core performance it now matters which part of the calculation is only
sequential and which part can be performed in parallel, see the law of Gustafson (1988)
in (6.2). For the parallel case the law is denoted by (6.23).
SSolver = Coarse Solve+ p · Block Solve (6.23)
Here, the scaling of the solver is split into a constant sequential part and a scaling
parallel part. It can easily be seen out of (6.2), that shifting the main computational
part to best scaling parts of the code absolutely makes sense. By only shifting the
computational load to the block solve and decreasing the time spent in the coarse solve,
the parallel scaling of the overall method is raised from around 30% up to 70%.
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Figure 6.10: Sequential and parallel parts of equation solve process.
It is important to say, that shifts of the computational load to parallel functions can be
a disadvantage for single-core performance. Remember the time spent in the overall
solver might be constant for the single-core run, but if the system size of the coarse
solve is decreased, the solver will also converge slower. This finally leads to worse
results for the single core performance. Thus, optimization of parallel efficiency can
be bad for single-core performance and vice versa. Therefore, it is important to firstly
define goals of the current performance tuning process.
Load distribution
This part is about the importance of load distribution in order to obtain good parallel
scaling. Especially for MPI-parallelization it is important to avoid idle times of proces-
sors and unnecessary communication. In general, it is not possible to find a ’perfect’
load distribution for domain decomposition, which is best in terms of computational
load and communication. Additionally, several parts of the code can have a different
scaling behavior. Commonly, a trade-off of those two is required.
Here, the example of a three dimensional sphere flow from Section 6.3 is investigated
for strong scaling behavior. However, setting 3 is modified to a new setting 4, which
can be seen in Table 6.11. Setting 4 has a significant larger number of cells and is carried
out with polynomial degree of k = 1 for velocity and k = 0 for pressure.
Table 6.11: Computational setting 4 extending setting 3 (3D, 212 640 DoF).
Setting No. Domain Cells DoF per cell DoF total
4 (-0.5,1.5)×(-0.5,0.5)×(-0.5,0.5) 64×16×16 13 212 992
The fluid viscosity is chosen to be µ f = 0.002 and the diameter of the immersed sphere
to d = 0.2. This leads to Re=100. Boundary conditions are the same as for setting 3 in
Section 6.2 and initial values for velocity and pressure are equal to zero in the complete
computational domain.
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Figure 6.11: Strong scaling results for solver parts before tuning.
At first the performance of the overall solver was measured. In Figure 6.11, the time
needed over a growing number of cores can be seen. The parallel scaling behavior up
to a number of 16 cores is sufficient. After that, there is no more scaling present for the
overall solver. This only occurs in settings with immersed boundaries, which resulted
out of computations for single-phase flows.
For further investigation the Newton-GMRES equation solver is split up into the
block and coarse solve part and the directional derivative. The block and coarse solve
was already considered previously in this section, so its scaling is also sufficient, see
Figure 6.11. The big lack of scaling seems to result from building the directional
derivative in the Newton-GMRES algorithm. Remember that in (6.9),~r(~xn + h~v) has
to be evaluated in every GMRES iteration.
With usage of the proposed workflow, the bottleneck is analyzed and it becomes clear
that the assembly and evaluation of the system matrix in the directional derivative does
not scale properly due to a load imbalance on few cores. In detail, the quadrature on
those cells cut by the interface of the sphere is only carried out by some of the cores if
the number grows beyond 16. Using the domain decomposition strategy for the whole
system finally creates some domains without and some including cut cells (’Standard’).
Quadrature on cut cells is much more expensive, which leads to a significant load
imbalance.
As the bottleneck is analyzed, different distribution strategies for the domain decom-
position have been tested. First a distribution criterion is used, in which the cut cells
are weighted by a factor of 50 in comparison with cells in the fluid phase (’1:50’). This
still leads to some cores, containing only a few cut cells but more bulk cells and vice
versa. The time difference in integration is therefore taken into account. Second, fluid
and cut cells are equally distributed among all cores, leading to domains which are not
connected, which is obviously bad for communication (’Equal’).
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Figure 6.12: Strong scaling results for different cut cell distributions among cores.
In Figure 6.12 the results of the standard distribution and both other distributions
for the overall solver can be seen. Clearly the standard distribution performs worst
whereas both modified distributions deliver a better performance beyond 16 cores. For
up to this number, the 1:50 distribution performs almost like the standard method.
This is due to the contrary requirements of good parallel scaling for the solver and
quadrature: The equation solve basically does not care about cut cells, only the number
of total DoF on one core is crucial. In contrast, there exist a huge difference in the
computational time needed for fluid in comparison with cut cells for quadrature.
The best load distribution is yield, if fluid and cut cells are equally distributed among
the cores. This leads to good parallel scaling of the equation solve as well as for
the quadrature in the directional derivative of Newtons method. Unfortunately, the
communication expenses are the worst for this strategy. Nevertheless, it seems to
be negligible for the small number of cores. A influence of communication can be
observed for a growing number beyond 32.
In Figure 6.13 the parallel scaling of the current solver after tuning can be seen. Here,
the best load distribution strategy of the previous investigating is being used together
with the presented shift of computational effort to the best scaling functions. For
computations only on one SMP-node, a good scaling value of 80% is reached. For a
growing number of cores, the node-interconnect Infiniband FDR-10 network has to be
used for communication, revealing the huge communication overhead which comes
out of the equal distribution strategy.
Overall, the parallel efficiency of the solver is increased by a factor of more than two.
However, for a growing number of cores, communication becomes more and more
important. As a result alternatives to the load distribution strategies presented have to
be investigated.
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Figure 6.13: Overall parallel efficiency after tuning.
6.4.4 Current bottlenecks
In the previous parts of this section, single-core and parallel performance were evalu-
ated. In addition some parallel scaling issues concerning solver configurations and
load imbalances have been tackled. As the parallel scalability is satisfying, this part
aims to point out the current bottlenecks of the code for boundary fitted, immersed
boundary and particulate flow testcases.
The testcases are extracted from other parts of this thesis and were repeated for perfor-
mance measurement. All three different cases can be extracted from Table 6.12. For
both non-moving tests, 3D calculations exist, whereas for the particulate flow case only
2D results can be evaluated. Resulting in a larger amount of DoF for 3D, a Newton-
GMRES iterative solver is used with an Additive-Schwarz domain decomposition
for preconditioning. Note that only for the moving-boundary case a time dependent
calculation is measured.
Table 6.12: Configurations for current bottleneck measurements.
Configuration Testcase Dimension Solver # Timesteps
Boundary fitted Channel flow 3D iterative 1
Immersed boundary Sphere flow 3D iterative 1
Particulate flow Falling ellipse 45◦ 2D direct 2000
Moreover it is obvious, that the time fractions in the following can differ depending on
polynomial degree, Re, grid resolution, and equation system solver. However, which
parts of the code tend to be possible bottlenecks and have to be optimized first stays
the same.
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Boundary fitted
First, the most simple numerical case of a three dimensional channel flow is measured.
Here, no immersed boundary is present and therefore there exist no cut cells. As it can
be seen in Figure 6.14, the main part of the computational expense is the solution of
the Additive-Schwarz blocks.
Since the parallel scaling of the block solve was previously shown, this issue can be
tackled by using multiple cores. As also already mentioned the coarse solve part is
purely sequential, but is still needed. Evaluating quadrature is with 3.9% of almost no
meaning for the overall performance. Creating quadrature rules in fluid cells is even
less important.
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Figure 6.14: Percent of time spent in methods for 3D channel.
Thus, for boundary fitted calculations main bottlenecks can be tackled by running the
system in parallel using domain decomposition. This procedure is able to speed up
the solver significantly.
Immersed boundary
Now, a sphere is immersed into the channel leading to the appearance of cut cells in
the computational domain. Additionally, the convective part of the NSE becomes of
more importance.
Again, the solution of the blocks is the dominating part in the complete solution process.
However, in contrast to the boundary fitted example, the time consumption of the
quadrature grows. This is due to the fact, that creation and evaluation of quadrature
rules in cut cells using HMF is a lot more expensive than those in pure fluid cells.
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Figure 6.15: Percent of time spent in methods for 3D sphere.
If the flow around a sphere is computed for transient solutions with growing Re, the
time spent in the creation of quadrature rules decreases. This is, because quadrature
rules can be cached for further usage in the next time steps. Therefore, the solution of
Additive-Schwarz blocks and the evaluation of quadrature will render to be the most
consuming parts of the calculation for time dependent immerse boundary calculations.
Particulate flows
In the last example a fully coupled calculation of a falling ellipse is measured for bot-
tleneck detection. In contrast to the first two examples, the time dependent calculation
is carried out evaluating the flow and particle quantities at 2000 time steps. For the
solution of the equation system a Picard linearization together with a direct solver is
being used.
Figure 6.16 confirms the growing importance of quadrature for moving boundary
calculations. Creation and evaluation of quadrature rules occupies almost half of the
total computational time. This is due to the fact that the quadrature rules cannot be
cached for proceeding time steps, they have to be recreated every step.
If the amount of particles in the fluid increases, the number of quadrature rules on cut
cells does at the same time. In contrast, the total amount of DoF almost stays the same.
Thus, the equation solve part stays constant and the creation and evaluation of quadra-
ture part increases tremendously. This behavior cannot be tackled with parallelization
techniques and distributions presented in this thesis, leading to the implementation of
more sophisticated methods of distributing particles and computational domain over
all cores available at the same time. Optimally, each core in a parallel computation is
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Figure 6.16: Percent of time spent in methods for falling ellipse 45◦.
responsible for the creation and evaluation of quadrature rules for one particle in the
computational domain. With this, parallel scaling can be achieved.
All in all, the solution of the equation system and the quadrature have to be addressed
in future work to further increase the performance.
6.5 Conclusion
For the context of this chapter in the current work it first needs to be stated that
interative solvers only beat direct solvers for large 2D problems and 3D problems. Both
were only touched partly for the validation tests in Chapter 5. Therefore the presented
investigations are motivated by giving an outlook of extending the current method to
larger problems in the future.
In the beginning of this chapter, state of the art approaches for the solution of the
equation system are introduced as well as some basics about HPC and performance
measurements. Afterwards, the process of solving the equations is analyzed in detail
and possible preconditioners are tested for a GMRES method together with Picard and
Newton linearization techniques. As a result the Newton-Krylov GMRES together
with an Additive-Schwarz domain decomposition method performs best in terms of
iterations. Here, the largest size of the domain blocks performs best.
Next, a performance analysis is carried out using a workflow proposed for the specific
BoSSS-code. Afterwards, the Newton-Krylov solution technique for single-core calcu-
lations is tested by measuring time until convergence. In time perspective the smallest
block size converges the fasted. However, in general the results of the previous section
are confirmed.
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In the following the weak scaling of the chosen iterative method is tested and is
achieved for growing numbers of DoF, whereas the direct solver is superior for small
problems. The parallelization of the whole algorithm is tuned by applying a shift of
computational load to the best scaling functions and a ’smart’ load distribution in
terms of cut cells.
In the end current bottlenecks for boundary-fitted, immersed boundary, and particulate
flow examples are presented. The key bottlenecks render to be the equation solve,
creation and evaluation of quadrature rules. The solve part can easily be tackled by
parallelization as shown before. For quadrature, especially for moving domains, some
modifications have to be done in the future.
For further tuning it is possible to use a different quadrature method than the HMF,
e.g. the one proposed by Saye (2016). Here, the rules for quadrature can be created
much faster. However, the evaluation costs stay the same because almost the same
number of nodes as in the HMF approach is used to obtain a similar accuracy. Another
possible way is to tackle the bottleneck with further parallelization, where particles are
distributed over processors. With this strategy, each core is responsible for the creation
and evaluation of quadrature nodes of its own particle. In contrast to this, a so called
Chimera-mesh can be used around the particles. Here, the creation of quadrature rules
is only done once and the overlapping Chimera-mesh then is moved according to the
particle motion. However, for solving NSE in the fluid domain, a projection between
background and chimera mesh has to be performed every single particle movement.
All in all, a professional environment for the performance analysis of the BoSSS-code
is proposed and both, single core and parallel efficiency, are analyzed pointing out
current bottlenecks and possible solution strategies. Nevertheless, few performance
analysis approaches are not considered in this work, e.g. boundedness is almost
completely neglected. For this, a detailed theoretical time complexity analysis of the
whole algorithm has to be performed to determine theoretical bounds. Typically, the
roofline model is used (Ofenbeck et al., 2014) to detect hardware bounds in terms of
memory- and/or CPU-performance.
To conclude the parallel efficiency of the code is sufficient. However, if compared to
the methods of Wan and Turek (2007) and Uhlmann (2005) who investigate particulate
flows up to 100,000 particles with low order discretizations, the proposed method
renders to be computationally expensive. The tuning focus should be laid on single-
core performance and implementation improvement in the future. Here an analysis of
the theoretically possible peak performance will be necessary.
Please also note the possibility for developers to receive support from super-computing
centers using their manpower and knowledge to tune code on a much higher-level. A
possible workflow is proposed by Iwainsky et al. (2012). However, the cooperation
with experts should be considered after further success in single-core performance
tuning.
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7 Conclusion and outlook
The overall goal of the proposed work was to develop a numerical method for particu-
late flow applications with various shapes with high-order accuracy and evaluate the
computational efficiency afterwards. To fulfill this challenging task, first, a numerical
method based on the cut cell DG approach was developed to account for high-order
accuracy. For the representation of particle surfaces an immersed boundary method
was used to avoid the cumbersome and time consuming re-meshing. Second, on top of
that, a solver framework was introduced to analyze and solve resulting large systems
of equations efficiently by using HPC clusters. The complete work was implemented
into the open-source framework BoSSS, which is under active development at FDY at
TU Darmstadt.
This thesis is split into three major parts, (i) the proposed numerical method using a
cut cell DG approach is presented in detail, (ii) the method is validated considering
various tests with increasing complexity, and (iii) the computational performance of the
current solver is analyzed by proposing a general workflow for the BoSSS-framework
and pointing out performance hot spots of the code.
Common methods assume particles to be mainly spherical, see Uhlmann (2005) and
Wan and Turek (2006). They also preferably use low order schemes for discretization.
However, the base of this work is the extended DG formulation proposed by Kummer
(2016), which is a method of high accuracy. This solver was extended to simulate rigid
particles of different shapes including a two-way coupling between fluid flow and
particle motion using the common Lie-splitting approach for time discretization of
moving domains.
For the mathematical model of fluid and particles, the incompressible NSE was used to-
gether with the NEE of rigid body motion. Further, the collision behavior was modeled
by the conservation of momentum along the collision normals. All particle surfaces
were assumed to be smooth. However, rotational momentum can be transfered due to
eccentric collisions between two non-spherical particles and was taken into account.
The numerical discretization was based on a sharp interface DG approach, meaning
the surface of the particles was described by using a characteristic function. For the
convective term of the NSE, a local Lax-Friedrich flux and for the diffusion term, a
standard SIP formulation was used. For the accurate integration on cut cells of arbitrary
shape, the HMF method was used, see Mu¨ller et al. (2013) and Kummer (2016). In order
to avoid bad condition numbers of the system, a so called cell agglomeration strategy
was applied. Here, all fluid cells under a particular threshold value are agglomerated
to their nearest neighbor before integration.
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The coupling between fluid and particle worked by the integration of the Newtonian
stress tensor over the particle surface and incorporating resulting forces into the
NEE. Current translational and rotational velocities were treat for the fluid solver as
boundary conditions at the particle surface. For the temporal discretization a BDF-2-
scheme was used for the NSE and a Crank-Nicolson scheme of second order for the
time resolution of the NEE.
The overall method was validated with various numerical experiments, from pure
immersed boundary settings to fully coupled cases. For this, the results were compared
to common methods for particulate flow simulations in literature. Moreover, strong
correlations between the choice of the SIP penalty parameter and physical quantities
like lift and drag forces were pointed out. The high-order convergence property of
O(hk+1) for the spatial terms was shown therein, including the reduction of total
DoF to reach the same accuracy as low order methods. However the Lie-splitting
renders the method of first order in time only. Thus the overall method renders to
be of O(∆t + hk+1). As a result the time step size has to be chosen small ∆t = hk+1
if polynomial degree increases in order to balance errors. Therefore to achieve a
high-order method for moving domains a high-order time discretization alternative
becomes necessary and should be subject of future research.
Collisions between particles and walls were modeled with a conservation of momen-
tum or a repulsive force collision model. The collision detection was based on the
knowledge which cut cells belong to which particle. By intersecting neighboring cells
of those cut cells, the model was possibly triggered. The proposed detection algorithm
was applied for arbitrary cut cells and is therefore perfectly suitable for the overall
method.
Combined collision effects of two particles falling in incompressible fluid were eval-
uated with both collision models. Here, both leaded to the same results. However,
because it is conservative by definition, the one based on momentum exchange is
superior. Due to the lack of benchmark data in literature for flows with non-spherical
particles, only qualitative comparisons were made. The behavior of particles with
different shape was evaluated by testing the integration of hydrodynamical forces
along a falling ellipse. Furthermore, the challenging test of five particles with different
shapes falling in fluid was able to reproduce all expected physical phenomena like
draft, kissing, tumbling, and fluid acceleration in small gaps due to wall collisions.
By applying the shape independent collision detection, also arbitrary geometries
can be tracked for possible impacts. Through the use of a collision model based on
conservation and the moving interface time discretization approach, the method is
fully conservative. This further emphasizes the novelty of the presented work.
The proposed method was further extended to the three dimensional problem of a
sphere flow due to numerous existing literature results for comparison. Good agree-
ment with literature was obtained for the stationary (Re=100) sphere flow. However,
the strong increase in DoF leads together with the more complicated quadrature on
surfaces in three dimensions to a computationally challenging method especially
in comparison with the work of Wan and Turek (2007), Glowinski et al. (2001) and
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Uhlmann (2005). Therefore, a detailed performance analysis of the proposed method
was needed.
Commonly, solving the nonlinear equation system is the most time consuming part of
a CFD computation. Until now mostly a Picard linearization technique together with a
direct solver has been used inside the BoSSS framework. For large equation systems
the iterative solver GMRES with Schur-type and Additive-Schwarz preconditioners
were tested. In addition to applying GMRES to the Picard system, a Newton-GMRES
method was implemented. Several preconditioning combinations were tested in terms
of number of iterations similar to Elman et al. (2014). Finally, the Newton-GMRES
algorithm with Additive-Schwarz preconditioning and overlapping blocks leads to be
absolutely superior in number of iterations and computational time.
In order to carry out reproducible and accurate performance measurements, a tuning
workflow for the BoSSS-code was proposed. With this, performance measurements
were visualized using the Cube-GUI (Saviankou and Cube developer community,
2018b). This workflow still delivers an important contribution to other users of the
open source code BoSSS.
To increase parallel scalability, the main computational load of the solving procedure
was shifted to the solution of the Additive-Schwarz blocks, which scale almost perfectly
in parallel. Another main result was that the load distribution of cut cells is crucial
for parallel efficiency. Therefore, in a proposed load balancing strategy, all fluid
cells were distributed to all cores first. Afterwards, the same was done for all cut
cells. This resulted in significant parallel efficiency of around 80% on one SMP-node.
If the number of cores was further increased, the communication effects using the
memory interconnect network dominated the scaling behavior. Nonetheless, the
parallel efficiency was proven to be very promising even for a high number of cores.
Although the parallel efficiency is very promising, the overall computation times of
low order methods of Wan and Turek (2007) and Uhlmann (2005) especially for a high
number of particles are superior. This might be caused by the disadvantages of the DG
method which leads to more DoF and larger stencils for system matrices.
At last the bottlenecks of the current solver were identified. For fully coupled calcula-
tions of a non-spherical particle the computational hot spots were denoted as follows:
equation solve, creation of quadrature rules, and the evaluation of those rules. A smart
load distribution strategy which distinguishes between solving the equation system
and quadrature along particles can easily accelerate the current solver multiple times.
In conclusion, the entire work proposes a method for non-spherical particulate flow
applications with high accuracy in space combined with Lie-splitting. In addition, the
presented collision detection algorithm based on cut cells increases the versatility of
the proposed method once again. As already stated, future research has to be focused
on high-order time discretization which then renders the method to be of high-order
for moving domains. For this, it should be focused on problems with few particles
but high-order requirements to distinguish from common low order methods for
particulate flows which perform well for large numbers of particles (≥ 1, 000).
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A Appendix
A.1 A localized operator preconditioner
The intention of this method is strongly related to the Schur preconditioning ansatz.
Basically, the idea is to yield a cell local approximation to the inverse of the convection-
diffusion operator as it occurs in (6.12) within MS. Therefore, the cell local convection-
diffusion operator multiplied by a testfunction ~v and integrated over a cell Kj reads∫
Kj
∇ · (ρ f (~w⊗ ~u) + µ f∇~u) ·~v dV. (A.1)
Assuming the velocity field to be local divergence free (∇ · (~w⊗ ~u) = ~w · ∇~u) and
applying integration by parts to the diffusive part yields
ρ f
∫
Kj
(~w · ∇~u) ·~v dV = µ f
∫
∂Kj
(∇~u ·~nKj) · ~v dS− µ f
∫
Kj
∇~u · ∇~v dS. (A.2)
Now, the diffusive flux over the cell boundary is locally described by a flux into cell Kj
and out of Kj:
µ f
∫
∂Kj
(∇~u ·~nKj) · ~v dS = µ f
∫
∂Kj
(∇~uin ·~n∂Kj ·~vin −∇~uout ·~n∂Kj ·~vout) dS. (A.3)
The main intention is that this local convection-diffusion matrix can be inverted much
easier than the global one. Additionally, the local matrix is supposed to be a sufficient
approximation to the full convection-diffusion matrix and is therefore suitable for
efficient preconditioning.
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